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Abstract 
Infinite sets of terms appear frequently at different places in computer science. On the other 
hand, several practically oriented parts of logic and computer science require the manipulated 
objects to be finite or finitely representable. Schematizations present a suitable formalism to ma- 
nipulate finitely infinite sets of terms. Since schematizations provide a different approach to solve 
the same kind of problems as constraints do, they can be viewed as a new type of constraints. 
The paper presents a new recurrent schematization called primal grammars. The main idea 
behind the primal grammars is to use primitive recursion as the generating engine of infinite sets. 
The evaluation of primal grammars is based on substitution and rewriting, hence no particular 
semantics for them is necessary. This fact allows also a natural integration of primal grammars 
into Prolog, into functional languages or into other rewrite-based applications. 
Primal grammars have a decidable unification problem and the paper presents a unification 
algorithm for them that produces finite results. This unification algorithm is proved sound and 
complete, and it terminates for every input. 
1. Introduction and summary of results 
Infinite sets of objects with structural similarities appear frequently at different places 
in the theory of equational reasoning, automatic deduction, logic programming, and 
databases. The objects in such infinite families can have several forms. They are rep- 
resented most frequently by terms, e.g., in infinite models. We can find them as substi- 
tutions produced by a unification procedure for an infinitary equational theory, e.g. for 
associativity [34] or in higher-order unification [22]. There exist equational theories that 
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are not finitely presentable, i.e., their generating set of equational axioms is infinite [30]. 
If we consider theories also with other predicates than equality, we can think of the- 
ories generated by an infinite set of disequations or inequations. The former appear in 
complement problems and disunification [5, lo], the latter appear in the presence of 
symbolic ordering constraints [4,7,26]. The Knuth-Bendix completion procedure [ 151 
often generates an infinite family of rewrite rules in an attempt to produce a confluent 
and terminating rewrite system. Infinite sets of objects are not considered always as 
undesired products, but they may have been introduced intentionally. This is the case 
of infinitary logics that allow formulae with infinite conjunctions and disjunctions. In- 
finitary logics originated in model theory and found recently interesting applications in 
finite model theory [27,28]. One branch of first-order logic considers only formulae 
restricted to Horn clauses, taking advantage of its decidability. Nevertheless, there are 
situations when an infinite set of Horn clauses is needed to express a specific property. 
Another possibility to consider infinite families is to interpret infinite objects through 
an infinite sequence of finite approximations. This is especially applicable to infinite and 
rational trees [ 13,3 11. We can view an infinite or rational tree T as an infinite sequence 
of finite trees Tl, T2, . . ., where each of them is a better approximation of T than the 
previous one. Kripke models used in temporal and modal logics can be interpreted 
as infinite sequences of finite approximations. This interpretation may yield a different 
semantics for these logics. 
The formalisms to deal with infinite families are fairly limited. As long as only 
the representation is concerned, such formalisms exist and are well-known. The first 
used formalisms were regular and context-free grammars, later extended by tree au- 
tomata [ 171. Recently, this arsenal was enlarged by lazy evaluation and the concept of 
constraints. The problems appear if we wish to unify infinite families represented by 
these formalisms. First, we must define what we mean by unification of sets of terms. 
If we speak about unification of two sets Sl and &, we mean all unification problems 
tl L t2 satisfying the conditions tl E S1 and t2 E S2. If the terms tl and tz are ground, 
i.e., they do not contain variables, the unification problem tl p t2 becomes the problem 
whether the terms tl and t2 are syntactically identical. Therefore, a unification of two 
sets Si and S2 of ground terms is the intersection of Si and S2. In addition to the draw- 
back that context-free grammars describe only sets of strings, it is undecidable if the in- 
tersection of two context-free languages is empty. Hence, the unification of context-free 
languages is undecidable since strings in context-free languages are ground terms. Reg- 
ular grammars and regular tree automata often lack a necessary schematization power. 
Infinite families often display patterns that cannot be captured by them. Lazy evalua- 
tion cannot be combined with unification in a satisfactory way. Constraints represent 
infinite families implicitly, by restrictions on domains. Therefore, unification of con- 
straint expressions results in constraint solving that can be as problematic as the direct 
unification of the infinite families itself. Three phenomena are usually observed: (1) the 
constraint solving is decidable, but the constraint formalism lacks schematization power, 
(2) the constraint formalism is powerful enough to represent the infinite families but the 
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unification problem for these constraints is undecidable, and (3) the constraint formal- 
ism is powerful enough and the unification problem is decidable, but the corresponding 
constraint solving unification algorithm produces an infinite family of constraints. 
In practice, the manipulated sets must be finite, unless there is a possibility to use 
constraints and implicit representations. In equational reasoning, rewrite systems used 
to reduce terms to normal form must be finite. In a proof of an inductive theorem, 
the underlying equational theory must be presented by a finite set of axioms. In all 
programming languages the data structures must be finite. Databases can contain only a 
finite, although large amount of information. On the other hand, this finiteness require- 
ment is often too restrictive. Sometimes there is a need to use an infinite confluent and 
terminating rewrite system in equational reasoning. We would like to perform proofs 
of inductive theorems in equational theories that are not finitely presentable. We would 
like to handle infinite complete sets of unifiers in rewriting software products. There are 
situations in Prolog and other programming languages that require the use of infinite 
data structures. We would like to store infinite amounts of information in databases [36] 
and still be able to perform queries on it that yield finite results, or have the possibility 
to capture infinite queries finitely [3]. There are also plenty of cases where we need 
to reason about infinite computations [45]. 
The previous considerations clearly indicate the need for a formalism that allows 
to express explicitly infinite families by finite means, that has a decidable unification 
problem, and that has a terminating unification algorithm yielding a finite representation 
of the results. Moreover, such formalism should have a semantics compatible with their 
domain of application so that it can be easily incorporated into different theoretical 
developments, as well as into software products. 
Schematizations present a suitable formalism to deal explicitly by finite means with 
infinite families of objets. Under schematization we understand a formalism that effec- 
tively describes by finite expressions infinite sets of terms. Contrary to usual constraints 
that give implicit representations, schematizations must include a mechanism that al- 
lows to locate directly every element of a schematized family, they must permit to 
manipulate effectively the schematized sets, and they must have a finite unification al- 
gorithm. Since they provide a different approach to solve the same kind of problems 
as constraints do, they can be viewed as a new type of constraints. 
Different schematizations of first-order terms appeared within the domain of equa- 
tional reasoning during the last years. They can be divided into two major classes with 
respect to the schematization syntax. 
The first class consists of schematizations by (membership) constraints. The first 
work on schematization, started in 1985, presented formalisms of this class without 
speaking about constraints at that time. The first contribution to this class using ex- 
plicitly the idea of constraints dates back to 1992. The main problem of this class is 
that the decidability of the unification of the schematized objects is not a priori clear. 
The known formalisms in this class are: (1) the meta-rules appearing first in [24], 
whose definitive version was published in [25]; (2) the term schemes [18]; (3) the 
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membership constraints with context variables [6,9]; and (4) the stratzjied second- 
order terms [41]. 
The second class consists of recurrent schematizations that attracted a lot of interest 
in recent years. Roughly speaking, each formalism that belongs to this class schematizes 
a subclass of primitive recursive functions. Several of these formalisms have been 
developed as a generalisation of a previous formalism. Hence, there exists a strict 
hierarchy of recurrent schematizations where always the class of languages schematized 
by a more recent formalism strictly encompasses the class of languages schematized by 
an older formalism. The advantage of the recurrent schematizations is the existence of 
a unification algorithm for them, provided some basic requirements are met. All these 
formalisms are designed so that the unification problem for the schematized sets is 
decidable. The known formalisms in this class are: (1) the p-terms [l, 21; (2) the terms 
with integer exponents [8]; (3) the R-terms [37]; and (4) the primal grammars [20]. 
The congruence grammars [29], that do not fit into the previous classification, represent 
an application of the regular tree grammars to schematization. 
Primal grammars, introduced first in [20], are superior to other recurrent schematiza- 
tions in many aspects. They are the most powerful formalisms among the known recur- 
rent schematizations, i.e., each set schematizable by a known recurrent schematization 
can be schematized by a primal grammar (cf. [21]). Moreover, the previous recurrent 
schematizations had to be defined with a special evaluation semantics. The evaluation 
of primal grammars is based on substitution and rewriting, hence no particular seman- 
tics is necessary. This fact allows also a natural integration of primal grammars into 
rewrite-based software products, into Prolog, or into functional languages. Moreover 
primal grammars have a decidable unification problem. The utilization of narrowing for 
the unification of primal grammars, as proposed in [20], leads to an infinite procedure 
although this method is complete for the presented schematization. In this paper, we 
show that a careful analysis of a narrowing-based process for primal grammars yields 
a finite unification algorithm. 
The main idea behind the primal grammars is to use primitive recursion as the 
generating engine of infinite sets. Hence, the input of the primitive recursion serves 
as the finite schematization of the generated set. This concept is far too general and 
therefore it must be made precise and must be restricted. 
If we study the general structure of terms in an infinite family of objects, it turns 
out that we need a powerful tool to schematize them. Even if the terms are rather 
complex, they present the following common characteristics: 
Repetition of contexts: The same contexts are iterated in all terms of an infinite 
sequence. If a context is unfolded n times on a given path of the term t,,, then it is 
unfolded n + 1 times on the same path of the term &,+I. 
Hierarchy of contexts: During each stage of unfolding of a principal context, sec- 
ondary contexts may start to unfold in parallel branches of a term. 
Sequence of contexts: If the unfolding of a context is finished, it can initiate the 
unfolding of another - subordinate - context on the same path. 
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Relation between contexts: The number of the unfolding stage can - but need not 
_ be related to the number of unfoldings authorized for the secondary or subordinate 
contexts. 
These four requirements imply the use of special primitive recursive systems (cf. [33] 
for several variants of primitive recursion). The iteration of contexts must be governed 
by a countable structure. Since we refer to primitive recursion, the best way is to 
use the natural numbers for this purpose. The natural numbers will be assigned only 
to special variables, called counter variables. Hence, no confusion is created between 
the schematizing meta-level, whose term algebra is built from counter variables and 
defined function symbols (completely analogous to primitive recursive functions), and 
the schematized level, whose terms are built from ordinary variables and constructor 
symbols. The four requirements concerning contexts can be easily established through 
the defined symbols and counter variables. 
On the other hand, we must avoid the full power of primitive recursion, since we 
wish to keep unification decidable. Therefore, we must not allow the possibility to 
simulate the multiplication function with primal grammars. This way we avoid the 
possibility that Hilbert’s 10th Problem or Post’s Correspondence Problem can be re- 
duced to a unification problem in the presented schematization. 
2. Preliminaries 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the rewriting theory and has some basic 
knowledge of primitive recursive functions. Additional material for each of these topics 
can be found in the survey [15] and the book [32]. 
A signature B is a set of function symbols of designated arities. If 9 is a signature 
and .X is a countable set of variables, then F(@,%) denotes the set of all terms over 
the signature 9 and the variables in 3. We also write V&r(t) for the set of variables 
occurring in a term t and Xead(t) for the function symbol occurring at the root of a 
term t. 
The set of positions in a term t, denoted by Yes(t), is a subset of strings over 
natural numbers locating the variables and function symbols that make up the term t. 
The positions a and b are parallel if the string a is not a prefix of the string b and b 
is not a prefix of a. A subterm of a term t at a position a E Pas(t) is denoted by tl, 
and s[tla is a new term obtained from the term s after replacing its subterm sl, by t. 
The latter notion can be extended to a finite set of parallel positions A c Pas(t), where 
s[tlA is a new term obtained from s by placing into s the term t at all positions A. A 
context s[o]~ of a term s is a new term obtained by placing into s a special constant, 
the “black hole” 0, at the positions from A. The black hole plays the role of a dummy 
placeholder. We also write s[t] to indicate that t is a subterm of s. 
A substitution is a mapping 0: X 4 F-(9-, 55”) denoted by [xi ++ tl,. . . ,x, H t,,] 
when the terms ti are substituted for the variables xi. A term t instantiated by a 
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substitution o is written to. A substitution a can be identified with its restriction on the 
finite set of variables %m(a) = {X E 9” 1 xa # x}, which is called the domain of a. The 
variable range of a substitution a, i.e., the variables introduced by a in the terms ti, is 
denoted by YBan(a). The restriction of the substitution a to the variables V, denoted 
as a/v, is a subset of a with the domain &m(a) n V. A (variable) renaming is an 
injective substitution p such that the condition xp E S holds for all variables in X. 
A rewrite rule is a pair of terms s + t such that the inclusion ?&r(t) C fir(s) 
holds. A rewrite system is a finite set of rewrite rules R. The rewrite relation -‘R is 
the smallest relation over the term algebra Y(Y,X) containing R and closed under 
substitution and term replacement (s -‘R t implies U[S] +R u[t] for every context u). 
The inverse of the relation -‘R is denoted by CR, while the reflexive and transitive 
closure of +R is denoted by 5~. A rewrite system R is terminating if there are no 
infinite derivations tl +R t2 -fR . ‘. -SR t,, -‘R . . and it is conjuent if the relation 
:R 0 3~ is contained in the relation -f’~ 0 ZR, where 0 is the composition of two 
relations. If R is a terminating and confluent rewrite system, then every term t can be 
reduced by rewriting to a unique normal form which is denoted by tlR. 
If + is a partial ordering on a set A, then + leX is the lexicographic partial ordering 
induced by + on tuples from A. A precedence is a partial ordering on the symbols of 
a signature .9. Every precedence t- on 9 gives rise to a corresponding lexicographic 
path ordering +lpO on terms in Y(F”, X), which is defined recursively as follows: the 
relation 
holds if for all i < m we have that f (sl,. . . ,s,,) +lpo tir and one of the following 
conditions is satisfied: 
1. there exists j < m such that sj +lPO g(tl,. . . , t,) or sj = g(tl,. . . , t,), 
2. f + 9, 
3. f = g and (si,. . . ,s,) F;; (tl,. . ., tm). 
For many rewrite systems termination is proved using an appropriate lexicographic path 
ordering (cf. [14]). 
An ordering + is monotone if the relation s + t implies the relation U[S] t u[t] 
for all terms s, t and every context u[*]. An ordering + has the subterm property if 
the relation s[t] + t holds for every term t and every non-empty context ~[a]. Every 
lexicographic path ordering is monotone and has the subterm property. 
2.1. Primal terms 
For the needs of the presented schematization, the signature 9 consists of the con- 
structors X, the defined symbols 9, where the sets X and 9 are disjoint, and the 
successor symbol s and the constant 0, which are neither included in the constructors 
nor in the defined symbols. The defined symbols are surmounted by a hat to distin- 
guish them immediately from the “bare headed” constructors. We also need the set of 
counter variables 97, disjoint from the set of ordinary variables 97. 
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The arguments of the defined symbols are divided into two parts by a semicolon, as 
in [43]. Those before the semicolon are called counters. The first counter of a defined 
symbol is called the principal counter, the other are called the secondary counters. Each 
defined symbol f^ has a counter arity, denoted by car(f), indicating its number of 
counters. The manipulation of counters requires the existence of a new term algebra, the 
counter expressions .A~(‘%‘). The algebra of counter expressions .,1”(V) is the smallest 
set containing the constant 0, the counter variables ‘6, and closed under the application 
of the successor symbol S. In other words, 
l the constant 0 is a counter expression; 
l each counter variable is a counter expression; 
l if c is a counter expression, then S(C) is a counter expression. 
Instead of s(c) and sk(c), we use the arithmetic notation c + 1 and c + k, respectively, 
for a counter variable c and an arithmetic constant k. By the same token, instead of the 
ground counter expressions 0, s(O),s(s(O)), . we use the notation 0, 1,2,. . . for natural 
numbers. The ground counter expressions -V’(0), without counter variables, represent 
the natural numbers and are denoted, as usually, by JV. 
The schematization level is represented by the primal terms.’ 
Definition 2.1. The algebra of primal terms .~~(X,9:;9”,%7) is the smallest set such 
that: 
l each ordinary variable from 9’ is a primal term; 
l if cl,. ,ck are counter expressions, ti,. , tn are primal terms and f^ is a defined 
symbol with counter arity car(f) = k and arity ar(f) = k + n, then f(ci, . . . , ck; 
tl , . , tn ) is a primal term; 
0 if tl ,. . . , tn are primal terms and J’ is a constructor with the arity ar(f) = n then 
,f( tl , . . , tn ) is a primal term. 
The algebra of primal terms is implicitly typed; the terms before the semicolon are 
counter expressions, those after the semicolon are primal terms, and the resulting term 
itself is also a primal term. 
The set of counter variables of a primal term t is denoted by WV’ar(t) and the counter 
variable range of a substitution cr is denoted by %FB_!an(a). The redex positions of a 
primal term t, denoted by BYos(t) = {a E .Yos(t) 1 X&ad(&) E S}, are the positions 
of all defined symbols in t. As we will see later, the redex positions of a primal term t 
are exactly those positions at which the term t can be reduced by a special rewrite 
system. A redex of a primal term t is each subterm tl, where a is a redex position 
of t, thus each redex is headed by a defined symbol. A primal term t is called regular 
(or not nested) if the set of redex positions 9Pos(t) is parallel. A primal term t is 
called nested if there exist two different redex positions a, b E gPos(t) such that a is 
a prefix of b, i.e., the redex t]h is a proper subterm of the redex tl,. 
2 We explain later why we choose this terminology for these objects. 
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We write a’ ambiguously for the vector (al,. . ,a,), for the sequence al,. . . ,a,,, or 
A 
for the set {al,. . . ,a,}. The approximation of a primal term f(c,c,, . . . ,ck; tl,. . . , tn) 
with respect to a precedence F=- on the defined symbols 9 is the set of primal terms 
&px(f(< 0) = {G(Z; u’) / f^ k gj, Z is a subsequence of Z, 
ii is a subsequence of 3). 
Roughly speaking, the approximation of a primal term t determines all previously 
defined primitive recursive functions and all possible parameters that can be used for 
computing the items schematized by t. The hierarchy of primitive recursive functions 
is syntactically expressed by a precedence F on defined symbols. We also follow the 
convention for primitive recursive functions that the order of parameters is unchanged. 
Although it is not essential, it will help to simplify some proofs. 
A constructor wrap (or wrap for short) of a primal term t is the context Wp(t) = 
t[~]~,~~~(~) where each redex is replaced by a “black hole”. Thus, each wrap contains 
only constructors, ordinary variables, and holes. 
Example 2.2. Let X = {*, F, a, 6) be the constructors and 9 = {g, f: & /;, 1) be the 
defined symbols ordered by the precedence f^ + G F h. The term 
.f(cl f %c2 + 5; F(X), y) * (.f(c3 + 1, ~4 + 2; u, F(b)) 
*f^(hc1 + 10;F(&2)),&4;a *b))) 
is a primal term, provided CI,C~,C~,C~ are counter variables. It is not regular since the 
redexes i(c2) and &c4; a * b) are nested in the redex 
f(C3 + 1,C4 +2;u,F(b))*f(C3,C, + lo;F(&)),h(C4;a *b)) 
In contrast, f”(&cl),~;x, y) is not a primal term because &(c,) is not a counter ex- 
pression. The primal term i(c2 + 1; F(x)) is regular since it contains no nested redexes. 
The approximation of {(cl, c~;x, y) with respect to the precedence + is the set of 
primal terms 
In contrast, the primal terms &c~,cI;x, y) and &c,,cz; y,x) do not belong to the ap- 
proximation because in the first case (~2, ~1) is not a subsequence of (c~,cz) and in 
the second case (y,~) is not a subsequence of (x, y). The primal term e^(cl;x) does 
not belong to the approximation either, because the defined symbols f* and 12 are in- 
comparable in the precedence +. 
The constructor wrap of the primal term (&cl ;x) * L(c2; y)) *F(&cl, cz;x, y)) is the 
context (0 * 0) *F(o). 
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3. Schematization 
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Primal terms are constructed so that they can represent infinite sets of terms from 
9(X,%). They serve as one part of the input to a primitive recursive engine that 
generates the schematized set. The primitive recursion is applied through Presburger 
rewrite systems. Roughly speaking, primitive recursive functions are presented by de- 
fined symbols and the hierarchy between functions is expressed by a precedence + 
on the set 9. A Presburger system defines the computation of the primitive recursive 
functions. 
Definition 3.1. Let + be a precedence on the defined symbols 9. With every defined 
symbol f^ we associate two primal terms rl and r2. A Presburger3 rewrite system 9 
for the defined symbols 9 contains for each defined symbol f^ the following pair of 
rewrite rules: 
l the basic rule 
1 
f(O,c’,x’) -+ rl 
l and the inductive rule which can have one of the two following forms: 
f^(n + l,<;x’) + r2[f^(n,c’;1)],4 
f(n+ l,~~)--,Y2[~(12,C1,.,.,Ci-_1,Cj+ l,Ci+*,...,Ck;Z)],4 
where 
(1) 
(2) 
Z is a vector of counter variables, i is a vector of ordinary variables, 
A is a finite subset of parallel non-root positions from Yos(r;!), 
the right-hand side of each inductive rewrite rule is a regular primal term, 
all redexes of r1 and r2 belong to the approximation &‘p&(n, 3x’)), 
the root symbol Xead(r2) is a constructor, 
each ordinary variable from the vector Z? occurs in the wrap W@(q) or in the wrap 
wp(r2 ). 
The counter variable n is called the active counter of the defined symbol f^. If the 
inductive rule has the form (2), we say that the counter variable ci is coupled with 
the active counter n. If the inductive rule has the form (1 ), we say that the counter 
variables c’ are independent of IZ. 
For each defined symbol f^, the term r-2 contains the context to iterate. The defined 
symbols of the term r2 introduce the secondary contexts, those of the term ~1 introduce 
the subordinate contexts. The secondary counters of a defined symbol f^ can be passed 
as parameters to other defined symbols ii in the terms rl and r2, establishing this way 
a relation between the number of iterations of the context for the symbol f^ and the 
contexts for the symbols ii. 
3 As explained later, unification modulo this special kind of rewrite systems can be reduced to a decision 
problem in Presburger arithmetic. 
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The Presburger systems are primitive recursive rewrite systems of a special type. 
The primitive recursion is restricted to a non-nested subclass with no possibility to 
express multiplication, so that Hilbert’s 10th Problem cannot be constructed through 
a unification of two primal terms modulo a Presburger rewrite system. As we explain 
later, this restriction to regular primal terms and approximations in the right-hand sides 
of the inductive rules guarantees that the unification problem modulo a Presburger 
system can be reduced to a decision problem in Presburger arithmetic. 
The definition of Presburger systems given in [21] is more general than that given in 
Definition 3.1. It allows to create new variables along the rewriting process through an 
indexing and marking mechanism. Unification modulo these more general Presburger 
systems is undecidable since the construction from the undecidability proof for Horn 
clauses given by Hanschke and Wiirtz in [19] can be reduced to it. This was pointed 
out by Salzer in [38]. The Presburger systems, as we defined them here, are called Jut 
in [21] and unification is decidable for them, as we prove in the sequel. 
The reason to require a constructor as a root symbol of rz and A as a set of non-root 
positions is to avoid inductive rules of the type f(n + l,c’;_-i) -+ f(n,c’;x’), because 
such rewrite rules pose problems during unification. If this kind of inductive rule is 
present in a Presburger system 5? then each redex in a primal term t headed by the 
defined symbol f^ can be reduced to a redex whose active counter is equal to 0, and 
then eliminated by a basic rule. Thus, this defined symbol f^ and its corresponding 
basic and inductive rules can be eventually eliminated from the system L%‘. In fact, the 
last two conditions can be eliminated from Definition 3.1 since each Presburger system 
that does not satisfy them can be transformed into an equivalent Presburger system 
with these two conditions satisfied. 
The Presburger systems are confluent since they are left-linear and there are no 
superpositions between the rewrite rules. The Presburger systems are terminating since 
we can construct for each Presburger system a lexicographic path ordering +lppo that 
proves its termination. For this purpose, the precedence + on defined symbols 9 is 
extended to the constructors X in the following way: for each defined symbol f^ 
and for each constructor g we define f^ F g. This enlarged precedence generates the 
required ordering. 
3.1. Prim& grammars . .._ _ 
We need first a tool to locate elements in a schematized infinite set. An enumerator 
for a primal term t is a ground substitution < : %? 4 M such that Born(t) = %W’h(t) 
holds, i.e., a substitution that instantiates all counter variables of the term t by natural 
numbers. The enumeration Z(t) of a primal term t is the set of all possible enumerators 
of t. 
We use primal terms to schematize infinite sets of terms from 5(X,X). A primal 
term t represents the folded form of all the terms in a schematized set S and an 
enumerator selects one element from S. A Presburger system W provides us with the 
machinery for computing the elements of a schematized set from a primal term t: 
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the primal term t is first instantiated by an enumerator 4 E E(t) and this instance t( 
is reduced to the normal form t(J.8. Following this model, it is sufficient to give a 
structure which contains the set of constructors X, the set of defined symbols 9, a 
Presburger system B, and a primal term t for a schematization of an infinite set of 
terms. 
Definition 3.2. A primal term grammar (or primal grammar for short) is a quadruple 
G = (X, 9, B, t), where X are the constructors, 59 are the defined symbols, 9 is a 
Presburger rewrite system, and t is a primal term. The language generated by a primal 
term grammar G = (X, 9,B’, t) is the set of terms L(G) = { t51.8 I< E S(t)}. 
The primal term t in Definition 3.2 can be extended naturally to other objects like 
equations, substitutions, formulae, etc. The name “primal grammar” was chosen from 
the analogy with primal algebras: for each ground instance of a primal term t there 
exists an element in the schematized set, and for each element of a schematized set 
there exists a ground instance of the primal term t. 
The class of languages generated by primal grammars is incomparable with the 
class of context-free languages. Primal grammars cannot schematize finite sets or the 
language of arithmetic expressions, but there exists a primal grammar that schematizes 
the language {a”b”c” In 3 l}. 
It is beyond the scope of this article to prove that primal grammars encompass the 
previously known recurrent schematizations. An interested reader can find these proofs 
in [21]. The main advantages of primal grammars over previous recurrent schema- 
tizations, and also a starting point of the proofs that the encompassment of previous 
recurrent schematizations by primal grammars is strict, are the possibility to schematize 
an exponential growth of symbols in an infinite sequence of terms, and the possibility 
of diagonalization. We are able to schematize a set of terms {ti 1 i = 1,2,. . .} where 
the number of symbols in the term tn is 2”. 
Example 3.3. Let G = ({a,*},{f},%f(k)) b e a p rimal grammar with the Presburger 
system W = {f(O) -+ a, f^(k + 1) + f(k) * f(k)}. The term t,, = {(k)[k H nll.& 
contains 2” occurrences of the constant symbol a. 
If there are two or more counter variables, e.g. k and n, in a primal term t then 
we can construct a primal grammar G such that the language L(G) does not represent 
the whole “matrix” of terms ti,i = t[k H i, n H j]l but only the “diagonal” ti,l. This 
diagonalization effect is obtained by coupling the counters k and n. 
Example 3.4. Let G = ({a, b,c, *}, {f,i},% f(k, 0)) be a primal grammar with the 
Presburger system 
,‘A = 
’ -I 
f^(O?) + c, f^(k+l,n)+@(n)*f^(k,n+l) 
C?(O) + a, @(n + 1) + &j(n)) 
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This primal grammar schematizes the language 
L(G) = {u * (b(u) * (. . . * (b’(a) * c) . . s)) 1 i E N} 
The following example shows possible applications of primal grammars to schematize 
infinite complete sets of unifiers in different equational theories. 
Example 3.5. As mentioned in [34], the unification problem P = (a .x 2 x. a), where 
the concatenation symbol . is associative, has the infinite minimal complete set of 
unifiers 
pCSU(P) = {[x H a], [x H a . a], [x I-+ a . a . a], .. . , [x ++ a. . . a], .. .} 
The minimal complete set of unifiers ,KSU(P) can be schematized by a primal gram- 
mar G = (X, 9, W, t) where the set of constructors is X = {., a}, the set of defined 
symbols is 9 = {f^}, the Presburger system is W = {j(O) --f a, f^(n + 1) -+ a. f(n)}, 
and the primal term t is the substitution [x H f(c)]. If the counter variable c in the 
n 
primal term [X H f(c)] is instantiated by a non-negative integer n and this instance 
is reduced to the normal form with respect to the system W, then the normal form 
[x H f^(n)_lg] is the nth substitution [x H a”] in the infinite minimal complete set of 
unifiers ,LSU(P). 
The example used by Szabo in [44] to prove that unification with distributivity is 
infinitary is also a good candidate for schematization. The minimal complete set of 
unifiers for the problem P = (x * y $ u x u) is the infinite set 
The minimal set of unifiers can be schematized by a primal grammar G = (X, 9, W, t) 
with the Presburger system Z% = {f(O;x) --+ x,fl(n+ 1;~) --+ x+f(n;x)} and the start- 
ing term t = [x H f^(c; u), v H f^(c; y)]. 
The expressive power of primal grammars is not oversized, i.e., they do not allow to 
encode multiplication. Hence, a term of the form (fk)n(x) cannot be expressed when 
starting e.g. from the primal term f^(k,n;x). Otherwise, it would be possible to encode 
arbitrary Diophantine equations by encoding multiplication using exponents like (fk) 
and subsequently to encode also Hilbert’s 10th Problem. 
Example 3.5 does not reveal very much about the actual schematization power of 
primal grammars. Our goal was only to show a possible application. It would be 
interesting to know in this scope whether there exists an effective algorithm, for every 
associative unification problem P (or every unification problem P with distributivity), 
producing a primal grammar G that schematizes the infinite minimal complete set of 
unifiers &SU(P). 
Further examples of schematizations by primal grammars can be found in [21] and 
an application of primal grammars to logic programming can be found in [39]. 
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4. Unification problem 
Unification of primal terms can be presented in the standard setting of equational 
unification modulo and equational theory generated by a Presburger rewrite system. 
However, there exists another, more interesting semantics for the unification problem 
on primal terms. A primal term together with a Presburger system constitutes a schema- 
tization of an infinite set of terms produced from constructors and ordinary variables. 
In this setting, the unification problem of primal terms modulo a Presburger rewrite 
system can be interpreted as a syntactic unification problem of infinite sets of terms, 
where each infinite set is represented by a primal term. 
Definition 4.1. A primal unijcation problem is a decision problem Th(B) k 39 
for a Cl-formula 39 to be satisfied in the equational theory Th(W) generated by 
a Presburger system 9, such that 9 is a finite conjunction whose atoms are the 
identity T, the failure I, and equations t L t’, where t and t’ are primal terms. 
The equality symbol L is considered as symmetric (i.e., there is no difference be- 
tween the equations t ? t’ and t’ 2 t). We also assume that the conjunction 9’ is 
always implicitly reduced to the normal form wrt the rewrite system {I A X -+ I, 
TAX + X,X/M --+ X} where X is a variable for well-formed parts of the formula 9 
and the conjunction A is associative and commutative. 
If we speak about a unification problem in the sequel, we implicitly mean a pri- 
mal unification problem. Instead of the full notation Th(.B) k 323’ we often write 
only the formula 9 when the Presburger system 92 is implicitly known. Unification 
of primal grammars Gi = (X,9,9, tl) and G2 = (X,9,92, t2) means the unifi- 
cation problem tl L t2. We may require that 9’ is a non-quantified positive first- 
order formula, but such a formula can be converted to a disjunctive normal form 
and the existential quantifier can be then distributed along the disjuncts. This im- 
plies that such a more general primal unification problem can be eventually converted, 
without loss of generality, to a finite disjunction of primal unification problems from 
Definition 4.1. 
We are not interested only in primal unification as a decision problem but also in a 
unification algorithm for primal grammars. The main goal of this paper is to develop 
such a unification algorithm. This algorithm is an equational unification algorithm for 
the equational theory generated by a given Presburger system. Since the unification of 
primal grammars Gi and G2 can be interpreted as the unification of the sets L(G1) 
and L(G2) modulo a Presburger system, the unification type for primal grammars is 
obviously infinite. Nevertheless, a better analysis of primal unification allows us to say 
more about its unification type. 
Definition 4.2. A (local) unifier of a primal unification problem Th(B?) k 39 is 
a pair (p; v) of an enumerator p: % --+ JV” and an idempotent substitution v: 2” --+ 
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.F(X,X) such that for all equations t 1 t’ in the formula 9’ the identity 
(3) 
holds. 
We denote by e(P) the set of unifiers of the unification problem PP. The unifier 
(p; v) is more general than the unifier (p’; v’) if there exist substitutions o and r such 
that the identities p’ = pal; and v’ = vzla hold, where v’ is the set of variables of the 
problem 9. We say that a unifier (,u; v) is strictly more general than (,u’; v’) if the 
previous identities hold and g or z is not a variable renaming. A unifier (p; v) in +2(P) 
is most general if a(P) does not contain any unifier strictly more general than (p; v) 
on the variables of 9. A complete set of unifiers of a problem B is a set CSU(9) 
such that 
l the set CSU(9) is a subset of the unifiers g(9), 
l for each unifier (cl; v) E 62(P) there exists a unifier ($; v’) E CSU(9’) that is more 
general than (FL; v) on the variables of Pp. 
The minimal complete set of unifiers ,rGXJ(P) of a problem 9 is a complete set of 
unifiers where each unifier is most general for 9. 
There is no possibility to generate a final complete set of unifiers for a primal 
unification problem if we consider only the local unifiers. We need to parametrize 
local unifiers so that a parametrized unifier subsumes an infinite set of local unifiers. 
A linear expression is a linear polynomial no+ntct +, . .+nkck over counter variables 
Cl,..., ck and integer coefficients 120, nr , . . . , nk. We write Tin(W) for the class of linear 
expressions over the counter variables 97. A linear Diophantine equation is an equation 
1 L It where I and I’ are linear expressions. A linear expression 1 evaluates to an integer 
by an enumerator 5 followed by application of the arithmetic operations of 1. Since 
the arithmetic operations are obvious, we do not distinguish between the enumerated 
linear expression l< and the evaluated integer. Nevertheless, we are obliged to require 
that linear expressions evaluate only to natural numbers (non-negative integers). This 
is guaranteed by admissible enumerators of 1. An enumerator 5 is admissible for 1 
if Zr evaluates to a natural number. An enumerator is admissible for a set of linear 
expressions L if it is admissible for each linear expression 1 E L. 
Using the linear expressions, we are prepared to define a suitable parametrization of 
local unifiers. 
Definition 4.3. A global unifier of a primal unification problem Th(W) + 3iB’ is a 
pair (CL; v) of idempotent substitutions p: V -+ Yin(%) and v: X -+ $9’(X,9;X,%‘) 
such that for all equations t % t’ in the formula 9 the identity 
holds for all admissible enumerators 5. 
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In the case of local unifiers, the application order of the parts p and v in the iden- 
tity (3) is irrelevant, because the substitution v does not introduce counter variables 
and the enumerator p is a ground substitution. On the other hand, in the case of global 
unifiers, it is important to apply the substitution v before p in the identity (4) since v 
can introduce counter variables present in the domain of p. 
Let us see how global unifiers refer to local unifiers. A set of local unifiers U is 
called linear if there exist a global unifier (cl; v) where for all local unifiers (cp; II/) E U 
there exists an admissible enumerator t such that the identities ccp = ~~15 and x$ = 
xv(pL.4 hold for all counter variables c and all ordinary variables x. We say that the 
global unifier (p; v) subsumes the set of local unifiers U. A set of local unifiers U 
is called semilinear if it is a finite union of linear sets of local unifiers, i.e., that a 
finite disjunction of global unifiers subsumes the set U. The aim of this article is to 
prove that for all primal unification problems 9 there exists a semilinear complete 
set of unifiers CSU(9) and to present an algorithm that computes from 9 a finite 
disjunction of global unifiers that subsumes the set CSU(~). 
We defined linear and semilinear complete sets of unifiers in the scope of the 
presented schematization, but these notions can be generalized to every decidable 
parametrization of unifiers. By the same token, we can define the linear and semi- 
linear unification types. An equational theory E is of unification type (semi)linear if 
for all unification problems modulo E there exists a (semi)linear complete set of uni- 
fiers. It would be interesting to know which of the infinitary equational theories are 
of unification type linear or semilinear. Especially, it would be interesting to know 
whether associativity or distributivity are linear or semilinear. 
The following example illustrates the relation between local and global unifiers. 
Example 4.4. Let 
~ = f^(Qx) --+x> 
{ 
f^(c + 1;x) + F(f^(c;x)) 
i(O) + a, g^(c + 1) + Q?(c)) I 
be the Presburger system for the unification problem Sp = (f^(ci ;x) z G(Q)). A 
complete set of local unifiers for this unification problem is 
CSU(S) 
i 
([CI +-+ (4~2 H 01; b H al), ([cl ++O,c2++ 1l;[x+-+F(a)l), . . . 
= ([cl ++ l,c2 +-+ 11; [x +-+ F(a)]), ([c2 +--+ l,c2 ++ 2l;[x+-+F(F(a))l), . . . 
. . .I 
This complete set of unifiers is linear since there exists a global unifier 
([Cl ++ c;,L’2 H c: + c:1; [x ++ sxcz)l) 
which subsumes the set CSU(9). 
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5. Unification algorithm 
The presented unification algorithm transforms each primal unification problem B 
into a simpler problem 9’ and a finite set (or conjunction) of linear Diophantine 
equations 9. Within the unification algorithm, it is sometimes necessary to separate 
an equation t L t’ from the rest of the problem 9, perform several operations on 
this separated problem, and incorporate the partial result into the rest of the original 
problem. Therefore, we need the following structures. 
Definition 5.1. A mixed unification problem is a pair (9; 9’) where 9” is a primal 
unification problem and .Y is a finite conjunction of linear Diophantine equations. 
A separated unification problem is a mixed problem (2; 9’) where 9 is an atomic 
equation. 
The linear Diophantine system _I? serves as a constraint for the formula 9’ in the 
mixed unification problem (9; S). The solutions of a linear Diophantine system 9 
are always considered in natural numbers (non-negative integers). 
The unification algorithm combines syntactic unification with a narrowing procedure. 
Steps of syntactic unification are performed on mixed problems, whereas narrowing 
steps are performed on separated problems. The algorithm consists of two intercon- 
nected procedures, both presented by transition rules. 
If the unification problem (9”; 9”) can be deduced from the problem (9; 9) by 
application of one of the transition rules, then we denote it by (9; 9) k (9; 9). The 
subscript Q in 1~ indicates the explicit use of the transition rule Q in the deduction 
step. By t-* we denote the reflexive and transitive closure of t. In both procedures, 
the expression 
equation t ? t’ is localized 
in the proviso means that no other transition rule can be applied to t ? t’ than the 
given rule with this condition. 
Main procedure: The main procedure is an extension of the usual unification pro- 
cedure for first-order terms (cf. [23]), operating on mixed problems. For solving the 
primal unification problem 9, it starts with the mixed problem (T; 9). The main pro- 
cedure consists of an exhaustive application of the transition rules presented in Fig. 1. 
The first six rules are not very different from the transition rules for syntactic unifica- 
tion. They perform the usual operations on constructors and ordinary variables without 
affecting the Diophantine system 9. The transition rule Check declares an occur check 
only in the case when the variable x is present in the wrap of the term t. The variable x 
may occur below a defined symbol in t without triggering an occur check. This case 
is treated by a transition rule in the subordinate procedure. 
On the other hand, the last five rules prepare the treatment of defined symbols in 
the subordinate procedure and also receive its results. 
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Trivial: 
Conflict: 
Coalesce: 
Check: 
Eliminate: 
Purify: 
Simplify: 
Lift: 
Separate: 
Dio: 
if f E .X 
iff,gEXandf#g 
if x E St(Y), y E 3, and x f y 
if Xead(t) E I and x E %r(Wp(t)) 
if x $Z Y&r(t), t @ %, and x E ^lrar(9) 
Y A c : c’; 9 A t p t’[c H c’] 
if c E ‘$%r(t) n W%r(t’) and c’ is a new 
counter variable 
9; P A t’fy(. , n, ; T)] 9 t” 
2’ A c : n; 9’ A t’f(. , c,. ; i)] 9 t” 
ifjEL3,nEM(V)-Wandcisanew 
counter variable 
Y;@‘At: t’ 
(YAY1;BAY,)V ... V(dPAY,;PA8.) 
if Zead(t) E L3 or there is a variable 
x E Y&r(t) with x $Z V&(Wrp(t)), equa- 
tion t 2 t’ is localized, and Vi(dLpi;9i) 
is the result produced by the subordinate 
procedure on the purified separated problem 
_Y;8 
solve( 9); B 
(T; t 4 t’) 
if solve(Y) is the solved form of the linear 
Diophantine system Y 
Fig. 1. Primal unification algorithm: main procedure 
The rule Purify purifies an equation t L t’ before it is treated by the subordinate 
procedure. The purification consists of elimination of the counter variables that occur 
in both primal terms t and t’. We know when to stop a potentially infinite deduction 
process in the subordinate procedure only if the considered equations t L t’ are pu@ed, 
i.e., if there are no common counter variables in t and t’. If there is a common counter 
variable c in the equation t 2 t’ then we replace all its occurrences in t’ by a new 
counter variable c’ and establish the identity between c and c’ by adding the equation 
c L c’ to the Diophantine system 9. 
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The primal terms in equations t ? t’ to be solved may contain arbitrary counter 
expressions, not only counter variables, as counters of defined symbols in t and t’. 
However, the subordinate procedure is valid only for equations with primal terms 
which contain only variables as counters. Therefore, it is necessary to perform a pre- 
processing by the rule Lift of the starting mixed unification problem (T; 9) which 
consists of lifting each non-variable counter expression n in 9 to a new counter vari- 
able c and keeping track of this variable abstraction by adding the equation c L n to 
the Diophantine system 9. 
For efficiency reasons, it is preferable to apply exhaustively the Simplify rule to a 
unification problem before an application of Lift. The Simplify rule reduces the primal 
terms of a unification problem 9 by a Presburger system 9’. An exhaustive application 
of this rule guarantees that all primal terms in 9 will be irreducible with respect to 9. 
The Separate rule calls the subordinate procedure with a purified separated problem 
(T; t L t’) as input and creates, in its conclusion, as many alternative branches as there 
are pairs (L?i;9’i) in the result of this call. As we shall see later, the result of a call 
to the subordinate procedure can be always expressed as a finite disjunction. 
For solving the system of Diophantine equations 9 in the rule Dio we use one of 
the known algorithms, e.g. the algorithm of Contejean and Devie [12] or of Domen- 
joud [16] among the recent ones. 
Subordinate procedure: The transition rules of the main procedure do not treat the 
defined symbols present in a primal unification problem. This is done by a subordinate 
unification procedure acting on separated unification problems. The subordinate proce- 
dure is called by the transition rule Separate with a purified problem (T;t 2 t’) as 
its input. The subordinate procedure, that builds a deduction tree through an exhaustive 
application of the transition rules presented in Fig. 2, does not call the main procedure 
recursively, but returns back to the point from where it was called. 
The same remarks, as those made for the main procedure, can be written also for the 
first four transition rules of the subordinate procedure. The absence of the Eliminate 
and Coalesce rules is due to the fact that these rules can create non-purified equa- 
tions. If there is a conjunction x 2 t AX 2 t’ present at some stage of the subordinate 
procedure, an application of the Eliminate rule would transform this conjunction to 
x 2 t A t L t’. But the primal terms t and t’ may have common counter variables and 
there is no possibility to purify this equation at the level of the subordinate procedure 
since we would loose the possibility to stop the potentially infinite deductions. There- 
fore, we return back the conjunction x ? t Ax L t’ as it is to the main procedure. The 
main procedure is then in charge to apply the Eliminate or Coalesce rules followed 
by purification steps if they are necessary. Hence, the counter purity of all equations 
t ? t’ in a unification problem remains invariant during the application of all transition 
rules of the subordinate procedure. 
The Fork rule produces an or-branching in the deduction process. Its conclusion 
consists of a case analysis with two alternatives: the first one is called basic edge, 
the second one inductive edge, respectively, produced by the basic and inductive rules 
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Trivial: 44;tLt 
Y;T 
Decompose: 
9; f(Q,. , cn) : f(t;, ., t;, 
9; II : t; A A Y; tn L t:, 
iffE1 
Conflict: 2; f(t,,. tk) L g(ti,. .) t;, 
I 
iff,gEXandf#g 
cs?P;xLt Check: ~ 
I 
if Xead(t) E X and x E %r(Mp(t)) 
Fork: 
if f^ E 29, c E W, n’ are counter variables, equation fit, n’; ?) L t’ is localized, t’ 6 T, 
and c’ is a new counter variable 
Bang: 
Y;xL t 
YAc~O;x~t[cHO] 
T’;tLt’ 
Simplify: 7 
_p; t & t” 
if t is an irreducible primal term, n is an ordinary 
variable, x +Z tir(%+pt)), and there exists a redex 
positionAa E 99%(t) such that tl, = f(c,$ u’), 
where f E 9, c E 9, and x E Vk-(fi), for a vector 
of primal terms u’ 
if t’ +W 1” 
Relax: 
U;f^( . ..) c+ l)... ;T)L’ 
_S?AA~&lI;j( . ..) c! ,... ;7)&’ 
if f” E 9, c E V, and c’ is a new counter variable 
Fig. 2. Primal unification algorithm: subordinate procedure 
for the defined symbol f^. The separated problem (9’; f^(c, n’; ?) L t’) upon which 
we apply the Fork rule is called the forked problem where f^ (c, n’, Z) L t’ is called 
the forked equation. The primal term f^(c,$?) in that equation is called the forked 
term and fA is called the forked symbol. Although only the instantiation of the active 
counter c is indicated in the Fork rule, we implicitly understand that all occurrences 
of the counter variable c in the forked term fA (c, n’; i) are instantiated in the conclusion 
of the transition rule. 
The Decompose rule produces an and-branching in the deduction process. Its con- 
clusion consists of a conjunction of separated problems. The number of edges in the 
conclusion of the Decompose rule is determined by the arity of the constructor f 
upon which the decomposition has been performed. 
The Relax rule replaces a non-active counter expression c + 1 inside the counters 
of a defined symbol f^ by a new counter variable c’. These counter expressions c + 1 
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may be constructed during a deduction by the subordinate procedure. They are due 
to the inductive edge of the Fork rule, followed by an application of Simplify, if 
the inductive rule for the forked symbol f^ has the form (2) with coupled counter 
variables. The Relax rule must be eventually used before another application of Fork. 
We store the replacement of c + 1 by c’ in the Diophantine system 9’ in the form 
c L c’ - 1 since the Relax rule expresses a counter decreasing process opposite to an 
increasing process in the inductive edge of a Fork. 
According to Definition 3.1, we assume that whenever an ordinary variable x oc- 
curs in a left-hand side of a rewrite rule for a defined symbol f in a Presburger 
system L%?‘, then this variable occurs also in a right-hand side of the basic rule or the 
inductive rule (it can occur in both or only in one of them). Under this condition, no 
equation x L t with x E tir(Wp(t)) has a solution because of occur check. But an 
equation x L f (c;x) where x occurs under a defined symbol f^ must be treated in a 
different way by the rule Bang. If the basic rewrite rule for the defined symbol p is 
_?(O; x) -+ n, then the correct deduction for the problem (T; x L f (c; x)) is 
(T;x L f^(c;x)) IBang (c L 0;~ L f(o;x)) 
ksimplih (C JL O;X JZ X) b-Trivial (C JZ 0; T) 
and the unifier ([c H 01; T) is the solution of the problem x L fl(c;x). This is the 
reason why the transition rule Check applied to x L t must look for the presence 
of the variable x only in the constructor wrap of t. The rule Bang takes care of the 
equation x 2 t when the variable x occurs in t below a defined symbol. 
The transition rules of the subordinate procedure construct a complete deduction tree 
but its leaves are not solved forms in the usual meaning. 
Definition 5.2. A presolved form (c, L 1, A . . . A ck 2 lk; x1 L tl A . . . Ax, L t,,) is 
a mixed unification problem such that the conditions on variables ViVj(ci $ Wtir(Zj)) 
and ViVj(xi @ tir(tj)) are satisfied, where ci are counter variables, xi are ordinary 
variables, Zi are linear expressions, and ti are primal terms. 
A solved form is a presolved form (ct 1 11 A . . . A ck 1 lk; XI L tl A . . . Ax,, i t,,) 
where the additional conditions ViVj((ci = cj) >(i = j)) and ViVj((xi = xj) >(i = j)) 
are satisfied. 
The conjunction of presolved forms (2’1; PI), . . . , (Yn; 9,) is the presolved form 
(9, A .** A Yn; 9, A ‘. . A 9,). The disjunction of presolved forms (9,; PI), . . . , 
(_Yn;LP’,) is the formula (_Y,;P,)V ... V(Lit,;S?,). 
A quasi-solution is a finite disjunction of presolved forms. A solution is a finite 
disjunction of solved forms. We say that a is a complete quasi-solution of a sepa- 
rated purified problem t L t’ if the quasi-solution a subsumes the complete set of 
unifiers CSU(t L t’). We also say that a is a complete solution of a primal unification 
problem 9 if the solution a subsumes the set CSU(9’). 
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Solved forms correspond to global unifiers, i.e., we can interpret and use each solved 
form from the disjunction as a global unifier. As for the output of both procedures, the 
main procedure produces a solution of a unification problem, whereas the subordinate 
procedure produces a quasi-solution of a separated purified problem, provided we know 
how to stop potentially infinite deductions. 
The subordinate procedure constructs a potentially infinite deduction tree whose 
leaves are presolved forms with the second part consisting of an atomic equation. 
The leaves are not solved forms since the subordinate procedure does not contain the 
transition rules Eliminate, Coalesce, and Dio. 
Reconstitution procedure: We must reconstitute the quasi-solution for the initial 
separated problem (T; P) in a bottom-up way. Starting from the leaves, we reconstitute 
presolved forms for all nodes in the deduction tree from the bottom to the top. We 
label each node in the tree by a disjunction of presolved forms as follows: 
Each leaf is labeled by the presolved form that is present in that leaf. 
If there is an and-branching 
Lz;P 
L!?p;g’, A ... ALf;c?, 
(Decompose) 
and each node (9; Yi) in the conclusion is labeled by a formula cli, then the node 
(9; 9) is labeled by the formula c11 A . . . A cc, converted to its disjunctive normal 
form. 
If there is an or-branching 
L?;P 
91;91 v 32;92 
(Fork) 
and the nodes (2’1; 91) and (92; 9~) are labeled by the formulae at and 0~2, re- 
spectively, then the node (9; 9) is labeled by the formula c11 V ~2. 
If there is a non-branching deduction step (9; 9) l- (L’; P’) in the tree and the node 
(9’; 9’) is labeled by the formula CI then the node (2’; 9) is also labeled by the 
formula c(. 
The described reconstitution is purely hypothetic because the constructed deduction tree 
is potentially infinite. Moreover, we cannot return back to the main procedure with an 
infinite disjunction. We will learn first how to prune the potentially infinite tree to a 
finite one. Then, an extension of the described reconstruction will constitute the method 
for construction of complete quasi-solutions for separated purified problems. 
5.1. Finding similarities in the deduction tree 
The core of the infinite behavior of the subordinate procedure is the use of the Fork 
rule coupled with the use of the rules Simplify, Relax, and Decompose. In fact, 
the Fork is the actual engine of infinite deductions. 
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Lemma 5.3. Each exhaustive application of the transition rules Trivial, Decompose, 
Conflict, Check, Bang, Simplify, and Relax in the subordinate procedure consti- 
tutes a finite deduction. 
Proof. An application of a rule Trivial, Conflict or Check evidently terminates a 
deduction branch. For the rest, we introduce for each transition rule a monotone well- 
founded ordering in which the premise of a rule is greater that each edge of its con- 
clusion. We analyze the application of the transition rules Decompose, Simplify, 
Bang, and Relax in a deduction step. 
If the deduction step is (9’; tl 2 ti) kDeco~pose (9; t2 L ti) then t2 is a proper 
subterm of tl and ti is a 
D x D of the proper subterm relation D. 
If the deduction step is (3; t L t’) 
1 since t is not a 
t’ = t[c H 0] 
t’. Hence, the ordering +3 for Bang is the 
t by a rewriting step by 9. 
If the deduction step is (9; tl L t’) 
Relax is the relation on 
the number of counter expressions, that are not counter variables, in a primal term. A 
deduction step by Relax is incomparable in the orderings +i through +3 since t’ is 
not a t2 cannot be obtained 
from tl by 
. . for all counter variables. However, we 
can stop to unfold a node that presents certain similarities with an ancestor prob- 
lem in the deduction tree. We need first to define precisely what we mean by 
similarity. 
A shift K: GF? -+ .Yin(%?) is an idempotent substitution K = [ci H ci + kl,. . . , 
c, ++ CL + k,] such that ki,. . . , k, are integers and c{, . . . ,cL are counter variables. A 
renaming p: %Z -+ GT? is a bijective mapping that admits the inverse renaming p-l. 
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Definition 5.4. A separated unification problem (2’; S’) is similar to a problem 
(2; 9) if there exists a shift K and a renaming p such that the identities 9’rc = 2?p 
and 9 = Pp hold. 
The similarity conditions can be expressed also by 2 = .5?‘~p-’ and 9 = g’p-’ if 
it is more convenient to have them in this form. There is also a certain problem with 
the interpretation of identity. We assume that the linear Diophantine equation 1 ? 1 is 
equal to the identity T. This means that the Diophantine systems 9 are kept implicitly 
reduced with respect to the confluent and terminating rewrite system { 1 ? 1 -+ T, 
I A 27 -+ I, T A 2’ + Z} where the conjunction symbol A is associative and 
commutative. 
Example 5.5. The separated problem (2’; 9’) = (k ? k’ + 1 A IZ ? n’ + 1; f^ (k’;x) L 
$(n’)) is similar to the problem (_!Y;.Y) = (T; f(k;x) z g(n)). The correspond- 
ing shift K and renaming p are respectively K = [k H k’ + 1, n H n’ + 1] and 
p = [k H k’,n H n’]. Hence, the identity 9’~ = Lk’p holds since (k 2 k’ + 1 A 
n?n’+l)lcp-‘=(k+l?k+lAn+l-)n+l)=Tandtheidentity9’=.~p 
holds since (f^(k’;x) z i(n’)) = (f^(k;x) ? @(n))p. 
The shift K in Definition 5.4 is unique up to renaming of counter variables. Suppose 
that there exist two different shifts K and rc’ with two different renamings p and p’, 
respectively, for proving that the problem (9’; 9’) is similar to the problem (2; 9’). 
From the identities 9’~ = Yp and Y’K’ = Yp’ we derive 2’~’ = LZ’lcp-‘p’. Hence, 
the shift K’ is obtained from JC by the counter variable renaming p-‘p’. 
Now, we must look for similarities in the deduction tree constructed by the subor- 
dinate procedure. 
Definition 5.6. Let T be a deduction tree constructed by the subordinate procedure 
from a separated problem (dip; 9’). 
A separated problem (9’; 9’) is a similar descendant of (9; 9) if (2”; 9’) is de- 
duced from (9; 9) in one or more deduction steps and (2’; 9’) is similar to (2; 9). 
A separated problem (9; 9’) is a closest similar descendant of (9; 9’) if (9’; 9”) 
is a similar descendant of (9; 9) and there are no other similar descendants in the 
deduction (2; 9) E* (9’; 9”). The complete set of descendants of (9; P), denoted 
by CSD(2’; P), is the set of all closest similar descendants of (2’; 9) in the deduction 
tree T. 
If (9; 9’) is a node in a deduction tree T generated by the subordinate procedure it 
does not mean that the problem (9; 9) has a similar descendant. A separated unifica- 
tion problem (2; 9’) can have none, one or more closest similar descendants depending 
on the structure of 9. 
The following theorem presents the key tool for deciding when to stop unfolding 
a potentially infinite deduction tree. Its proof is based on the counter purity of the 
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considered separated unification problem and on the existence of a precedence + on 
the defined symbols 9. 
Theorem 5.7. Let T be a deduction tree constructed by the subordinate procedure 
from a separated unljication problem. Every injnite branch of T contains two sep- 
arated problems (2; 9) and (9’; 9’) such that (2”; 9’) is a similar descendant of 
(2; 9). 
Proof. Let B be an infinite branch of the deduction tree T. Such an infinite branch 
can be deduced only by an infinite number of applications of the transition rules 
Decompose, Fork, Simplify, and Relax. 
No infinite branch of T contains an infinite number of basic edges of Fork since 
each basic edge reduces the number of counter variables occurring in the separated 
problem, i.e., one of the counter variables is instantiated by 0 in the basic edge of 
Fork. The same argument applies to the Bang rule. Thus, we can assume, without 
loss of generality, that the infinite branch /I contains no basic edges of Fork and no 
applications of the Bang rule. According to Lemma 5.3, there must be an infinite 
number of inductive edges from applications of Fork in the infinite branch /3. 
Let us call t-terms the left-hand sides of the equations ti 2 t; (i.e., the sequence of 
primal terms ti, t2 , . . . , ti,. . .) and t’-terms the right-hand sides of the equations ti 2 t,f 
(i.e., the sequence of primal terms t’ t’ 1, 2 ,..., t; ,...) in a deduction (Yl;tl 1 ti) k* 
(,yi; ti 2 ti’) F* . . . Take the infinite sequence F = ((91; tl L ti) ,..., (Yi; ti L t;),.. .) 
of all forked problems on the branch /3. Let 6 be the subsequence of fl where the 
forked terms are the t-terms and d be the subsequence of F where the forked terms 
are the t/-terms. 
Both sequences z and b are infinite. If there were one sequence, say d, finite 
then starting from a position p in the branch /I only the t-terms would be forked, 
whereas the t/-terms would only be Decompose-d. This is evidently impossible since 
we cannot infinitely decompose a finite term. 
For each forked problem (2i; Pi) E F we denote its forked symbol by & if 
(9i; Pi) E G and by Ji if (Yi; Si) E d. This way we construct he sequences of 
forked symbols 6 and L? for the sequences of forked problems 6 and 6, respectively. 
Let us analyze what happens to the t-terms on the branch /I between two consecutive 
forked problems (Zi; ti 2 t:) and (Yj; tj 4 t,!) in the sequence 6. The same analysis 
applies also to the t’-terms between two consecutive forked problems in the sequence fi. 
The forked term ti is headed by the forked symbol &, the forked term tj is headed 
by the forked symbol Gj. The inductive edge of Fork applied to (9i; ti 4 t,!) is 
immediately followed by a Simplify rule: the t-term &(n+ 1, c’; Z) is reduced to another 
t-term by the inductive rewrite rule for the defined symbol ii. Other Fork steps can 
appear in the deduction (Yi; ti ? t;) k* (.Yj; tj 2 t,!) but they affect only the t/-terms. 
The Relax rule does not affect the defined symbols in t-terms. Each conclusion edge 
of the Decompose rule contains a subset of the defined symbols that occur in the 
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decomposed equation, this transition rule cannot introduce other defined symbols. Only 
the transition rule Simplify can change defined symbols in t-terms. 
Let &(n + 1, c’;x’) + hi be the inductive rewrite rule for the defined symbol ii. Each 
defined symbol f^ which occurs in ri is smaller or equal to ii in the precedence + 
according to Definition 3.1. Hence, the Simplify rule can only introduce defined sym- 
bols that are smaller in the precedence + than the forked symbol. A primal term has 
only finitely many redexes, therefore we can get by exhaustive decomposition only 
finitely many times a new forked symbol i E e that is greater in the precedence + 
L 
than the previous forked symbol f E c?. This implies that, starting from an index no, 
the sequence of forked symbols in 6 (as well as 6) is non-increasing with respect to 
the precedence +, i.e., for all gi,ij E 6, if j > i > no holds then gi k ij holds, too. 
Starting from the index no, the sequences (I$ and L? of forked symbols are non- 
increasing and infinite, the precedence + on defined symbols is well-founded, hence 
starting from an index nt > no the forked symbols in & (as well as in d) do not 
change any more. Therefore, there exist two defined symbols i and 2 such that the 
identities i, = @ and in = h hold for all forked symbols i,, E d and a,, E fi, 
respectively, where n > nl. Starting from nr, only the defined symbol $ is forked in 
the t-terms and only the defined symbol h is forked in the t’-terms in the branch b. 
A t-term has only finitely many redexes headed by the defined symbol 6. This 
implies that starting from an index n2 > nl, the forked symbol i in the inductive 
edge of each Fork applied to a r-term is then matched by the inductive rewrite rule 
i(n + I,?,.?) + t-2 when Simplify is applied. The symbol i occurs in the right-hand 
side r2 of the rewrite rule, hence the forked symbol 6j is reintroduced in the reduced 
term by Simplify. Hence, for all i > n2, the forked symbol 6 in the t-term ti is that 
symbol reintroduced through a reduction by the inductive rewrite rule $(n + 1, c’; 2) + 
r2, The same argument can be applied to the symbol d and the t/-terms. 
Take the subbranch fi’ of p starting at the position n2 and consider the sequences of 
forked terms G and d after the index n2. For each forked problem (2’i; g^(c, n’; 3) ? 
tc) E G we have the following deduction: 
From the structure of the inductive rewrite rule i(n + 1, c’;x’) + r2 follows that r( is a 
variable renaming of r2. Hence, the redexes of r: at the positions A are either counter 
variable renamings of the t-term $(c,n’, a), if the applied inductive rewrite rule is of the 
type (1 ), or differ from it only at one counter position in the case of coupled counters: 
instead of nj there is the counter expression nj + 1 in ri for a counter variable nj E Z. 
Each counter expression nj + 1 must be eventually Relax-ed to a new variable nJ 
before the next application of Fork to a t-term. After an exhaustive application of 
Relax, the redexes at the positions A are counter variable renamings of the t-term 
$c, n’; 13). Some of these redexes can be dropped by decomposition but at least one of 
the redexes is always inherited. These redexes cannot be changed by Fork, Simplify 
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or Relax applied to t’-terms. Hence, follows that for the t-terms ti and tj (t/-terms t,! 
and tj) of two consecutive forked problems from z (from d) there exists a renaming pi 
such that the identity tj = tipi (t,! = tlpi) holds. 
Consider the constructor wrap of the t/-terms. Only the Simplify rule increases 
the constructor wrap. If a t/-term t; is Decompose-d to t;+, then the constructor 
wrap of t;+l is a proper subterm of %4-p($). The transition rules Fork and Relax do 
not change the constructor wrap. The wraps of the t/-terms in d are empty. Hence, 
the maximal constructor wrap G (with respect to the proper subterm relation) of the 
t/-terms on the branch /I’ is the constructor wrap introduced through the reduction by 
the inductive rule for the defined symbol 2 when Simplify is applied. 
Consider the t/-terms in the sequence of forked problems g. The constructor wraps 
of the t/-terms in two consecutive forked problems from (? can be different. There 
exist only finitely many subterms of the maximal constructor wrap W and there are 
infinitely many t/-terms in g. Hence, using the pigeonhole principle, there exist two 
different forked problems (Yi; ti ? tl) and (P’j; tj ? t,!) in (? where j > i > n2, such 
that Wp(t:) = Wrp(tJ) holds. From the previous part follows that t; and t,! differ only 
in some counter variables. The t-term tj is a counter variable renaming of the forked 
term ti, as proved before. Thus the equation tj ? tj is a counter variable renaming of 
ti ? tl since both equations are purified. 
Only the Fork and Relax rules add new equations to the linear Diophantine sys- 
tem 2. For the deduction step 
(2; 9) kFork (2 A c L c’ + 1; g[c ++ c’ + 11) = (2’; 9’) 
the identity _fZ’[c H c’ + l] = Y[c H c’] holds. For the deduction step 
(3; 9) FRetax (2 A c 2 c’ - 1; P[c ++ c’ - 11) = (9’; 9’) 
the identity _Y’[c H c’ - l] = .S?[c ++ c’] holds. Both substitutions [c H c’ + l] 
and [c H c’ - l] are shifts. The composition WC’ of shifts K and rc’ is a shift if 
%XV(JC) n Y’~un(rc’) = 0. The transition rules Fork and Relax introduce always new 
counter variables, therefore the previous condition is always satisfied. Thus, if the 
identities 2”~ = Y’p and 9’~’ = Y’p’ hold for shifts K, K’ and renamings p, 
p’, then there exists a shift K” = WC’ and a renaming p” = pp’ such that the 
identity 2”‘~” = P’p” holds. Hence, there exist a shift K and a renaming p such 
that the identity LS?jK = Zip for the previously located problems (Yi; ti L t;) and 
(L?j; tj z?z tj). 
Only the Fork and Relax rules change counter variables in the equations 9. If the 
inductive edge of Fork adds a new Diophantine equation c 2 c’ + 1 or if the Relax 
rule adds a new Diophantine equation c ? c’ - 1 then in both cases the corresponding 
renaming is [c H c’]. The final renaming between two consecutive forked problems 
(Li?i;ti L ti) and (Yj;tj ? tJ> in G is the substitution p = p1 . ..p.,, provided pI,...,pn 
is the sequence of renamings applied during the deduction (2’4; ti L ti) t-* (.JZj; tj L t,!). 
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The composition of renamings is a renaming, hence there exists a renaming p for the 
previously located problems (9;; ti ? t!) and (Yi; ti -’ t,!) such that the identity 
(tj -’ tj) = (ti ’ t,‘)P holds. 
This concludes that the separated problem (9,; t, z t:) is similar to (Yi; t; ? t!). 
17 
5.2. Closing a pruned deduction tree 
Theorem 5.7 proves that although a deduction tree T may be infinite, there exists 
always a pair of similar problems (9; 9) and (3’; 9) found on each infinite branch. 
In practice, there is no need to unfold further the problem (9’; 9’) since each deduction 
from (9; 9’) is only a repetition of a deduction from (Y; 9). The difference between 
a deduction from (9; 9) and a corresponding deduction from its similar descendant 
(9’; .9’) is expressed in terms of a shift K and a renaming p, such that the identities 
Y’IC = Yp and 9’ = LPp hold. Hence, we can prune each branch of a deduction 
tree T as soon as a problem similar to an antecedent problem on that branch has 
been deduced. By a systematic pruning of the deduction tree T we obtain the pruned 
deduction tree T that has the desired property to be finite. Since every pruned deduction 
tree is finite, following Theorem 5.7, the complete set of descendants CSD(9; 9) is 
finite for every separated problem (9; 9). 
The pruned deduction tree 7 constructed from a separated unification problem (9; 9) 
is the starting point of the extended reconstruction of the complete quasi-solution of 
(9; 9) in the subordinate procedure. In addition to the previously described recon- 
struction steps, the extended reconstruction contains a step called closing. A clos- 
ing step is performed in a pruned deduction tree between a separated problem and 
its similar descendants. It consists of a parametrization of deductions in a pruned 
tree r and it can be also interpreted as a search for the fixpoint of the deduction 
tree T. 
Let (3; 9) be a separated problem with a non-empty complete set of descendants. 
Let T be a deduction tree constructed from (9; P) by the subordinate procedure, with 
the corresponding pruned tree T. The closing of F is performed between the closest 
similar descendants in CSD(.Y; 9) and the problem (9; 9). This closing assumes that 
the extended reconstitution steps have been performed for all nodes in r except for 
the nodes in CSD(9; 9) and for the problem (9; 9). This assumption is compatible 
with the bottom-up nature of the extended reconstitution process. 
The closing of the pruned tree 7 depends on the configuration of the branchings 
generated in 7 by the transition rules Decompose and Fork. According to this con- 
figuration, the quasi-solutions in F are divided into two classes. The quasi-solutions 
originating from the basic edges of all Fork branchings in F form the basis of the 
problem (9; 9). On the other hand, the multipker of (9’; 9) is formed by the quasi- 
solution originating from those Decompose branchings in F that occur in the induc- 
tive branches after the last applications of Fork. 
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Definition 5.8. Let (2; 9) be a separated problem with a non-empty complete set of 
descendants CSD( 2’; 9). Let T be the deduction tree constructed by the subordinate 
procedure from (A?‘; 9’) with the corresponding pruned tree T. Let A be the finite set 
of positions of all closest similar descendants CSD(9’; S) in F. 
The basis of (9; 9) is the quasi-solution 93 reconstituted from the tree T[A_]A 
obtained from r by replacing all closest similar descendants in CSD(9; 9) by the 
failure 1. 
Let r be the finite set of positions of all leaves of the tree T[l]d that constitute 
the atomic formulae of the basis &?, The multiplier of (9; 9) is the quasi-solution _A? 
reconstituted from the tree p[l]r[T]d obtained from T by replacing all leaves from 
the basis by the failure I and all closest similar descendants in CSD(_Y;Y) by the 
identity T. 
Example 5.9. Let 
%‘= f(O;x)+x, j(c+l;x)+x*f(c;x) 
1 g^(O;x) 4x, $c + 1;x) 4 @(c;x) * g^(c;x) 1 
be a Presburger system and (2; 9) = (T; f (c; x) L i( c’; y )) a separated problem. The 
basis of (9; 9) is g = (c L 0; x L $(c’; y)) V (c 2 cl + 1 A c’ L 0; x * p(ci;x) 2 y) 
and the multiplier of (2; 9) is A%? = (c L CI + 1 A c’ L ci + 1; x 2 $c’, ; y)). 
The basis @ and the multiplier .A of a separated problem (2; Y) are both formulae 
in disjunctive normal form whose atoms are problems deduced in the leaves of the 
pruned deduction tree F. Each leaf of 7 belongs either to 28 or to A! but it cannot 
belong to both. The leaves that contribute to B are derived from those instantiations 
of counter variables in (2’; Y) that do not generate any similarities with (9; 9). The 
leaves that contribute to A are derived from those instantiations of counter variables 
in (9; 9) that generate a quasi-solution to be added to a new basis deduced from the 
problems in CSD(2’; 9). If we replace all closest similar descendants CSD( 220; 9) in 
the pruned tree F by the failure I and then we reconstitute the quasi-solution for it, we 
obtain evidently the basis B of (2; 9’). If we replace all closest similar descendants 
CSD(2; 9) in F by the identity T and then we reconstitute the quasi-solution for it, 
we obtain a formula ‘3’ that contains the multiplier A’Z of (9; 9) but also the basis 28. 
To obtain only the multiplier A itself, we eliminate the basis 93 from the formula $3 
by replacing the leaves that are already included in the basis by the failure 1. 
The basis 28 and the multiplier A? of a separated problem (2; ,Y) are formulae 
determined by the deduction tree T. For each closest similar descendant (Y’; 9’) of 
(2’; 9) the deduction tree T contains a new iteration of the basis &? and multiplier A’. 
To perform the closing step on the pruned tree ?= between the problem (9; 9) and all 
its closest similar descendants CSD(Y; Y), we need to parametrize the basis B and the 
multiplier A’. The basis 28 and the multiplier A$’ differ from their iterations $9’ and A?, 
respectively, by the corresponding shift K. This iteration process can be continued 
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from @ and A’. Hence, the parametrized basis and multiplier subsume the whole 
sequence of iterated bases and multipliers, respectively, in the deduction tree T. A 
substitution of a natural number n into a parametrized basis or multiplier yields the 
n-th iteration of the basis 3? or multiplier k!!, respectively, in the deduction tree T. 
Definition 5.10. Let (9; 9) be a separated problem with a non-empty complete set of 
descendants CSD(2’; 9). Let K = [ci H ci + ki, . . . , cp H ci + kp] be a shift, p be a 
renaming, 
a ZZ f 
( 
i ci 4 1,; pj 
j=l i=l 
be the basis, and 
be the multiplier of the 
The quasi-solution 
1;; .P’: 
> 
problem (2’; 9). 
m /P 
.~(K,Iz) = v 
L 
A ci =L l,j + nki; J?‘jp 
/=I i=l > 
is the global basis and the quasi-solution 
,A’(K,~) = “$ ,( Ci ’ Iij + nki; PJfI 
j=l i=l 
is the global multiplier, both of the problem (9; 9) with respect to the shift JC, where n 
is a new counter variable. 
If we instantiate the counter variable n in the global basis 49(rc, n) or in the global 
multiplier &(K, n) by an arithmetic constant i, we get the ith iteration of the basis 
B(K, i) or the multiplier ~Y(rc, i), respectively. There is no need to parametrize the 
global basis and the global multiplier also by the renaming p, since the renaming 
can be always derived from the shift JC. If K = [cl H ci + kl, . . . , cp H cb + kp] is 
the shift then by setting ki = 0 for i = 1,. . . , p we get the corresponding renaming 
p = [Ci +-+ c;,...,cp t--+ $1. 
Both the global basis B(K, n) and the global multiplier A(K, n) contain, in their 
systems 2, new counter variables introduced by the transition rules Fork and Relax. 
These new counter variables are inherited from the basis g and the multiplier 4 where 
they appear always in the right-hand sides 1, and lij of the linear Diophantine equations 
ci ? 1, and ci 2 lij, respectively. Let US denote by c’, the set of all counter variables 
in the linear expressions 1, and lb. These counter variables are formally introduced 
through the shift K, i.e., we have that c’, = VWan(ic) for a given shift K. We call c’, the 
shifted variables of the basis and the multiplier. The shifted variables c’, in the quasi- 
solutions B(K, n) and A'(K, n) are always considered local to the global basis and to the 
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global multiplier, whether n is a counter variable or an arithmetic constant. Hence, there 
is a problem with the scope of the shifted variables if we form a conjunction of two dif- 
ferent iterations of the basis or of the multiplier. E.g., the formula A( K, i) A A( K, i+ 1) 
for a given arithmetic constant i is not well-formed, since both iterations J$?(K, i) and 
J%‘(K, i + 1) contain syntactically the same copy of the shifted variables c’,. To avoid 
the problem with the scope of the shifted variables c’,, we will explicitly rename these 
variables in formulae where it is necessary by a shified variable refreshment, capturing 
this way different instances of the shifted variables c’, within the global basis B(K, n) 
or the global multiplier J&‘( K, n). A shifted variable refreshment z is an injective vari- 
able renaming of c’,, such that for every shifted variable c E c’, we have that cz = c’, 
where c’ is a new (refreshed) shifted variable not appearing in the considered formula. 
Notice that the domain of a refreshment z is the counter variable range of the shift K. 
If 71 and ~2 are two different refreshments, we assume that they produce different re- 
freshed shifted variables, e.g., czl = cl and ~72 = ~2, where cl # c2 holds, for every 
shifted variable c E c’,. Then the right way of expressing the conjunction of the itera- 
tions &(K, i) and J%‘(K, i+ 1) is by the formula &(K, i)zA&(~, i+ 1) or by the formula 
&Z(IC, i) A J~‘(Ic, i + l)z, where z is a shifted variable refreshment. Evidently, these for- 
mulae are equivalent to the quantified formulae ~&M(K, i)A_&(~,i+ 1) and 4(x, i)A 
~&J&‘(K, i + 1 ), respectively. Recall also that the P-parts of the global basis @(K, n) 
and the global multiplier &(K, n) contain the shifted variables c’,, too. Therefore, the 
shifted variable refreshments capture also the P-parts of the global basis and the global 
multiplier. 
On the contrary, there is no problem with the scope of the shifted variables in 
disjunctions. Therefore, we do not need to apply a refreshment when we form a dis- 
junction of two iterations of the global basis or the global multiplier. E.g., the formula 
9?(~, i) V 93(x, i + 1) is well-formed since there is a solution for a given problem in 
the iteration B( K, i) or in the iteration B(K, i + 1 ), and it does not matter that we seek 
this solution with syntactically the same copy of shifted variables. 
The global basis B(K, n) and the global multiplier &(K, n) of (9; 9’) cover every 
leaf of the deduction tree T because the basis 93 and the multiplier &! of (9; 9) 
cover every leaf of the pruned tree 7. We show how to combine the global basis and 
the global multiplier in the closing step to reconstitute the complete quasi-solution of 
a separated problem (9; $9). 
We analyze first the specific case when the complete set of descendants CSD( 9’; 9) 
contains only one closest similar descendant of (9; P). These results are then extended 
by induction to complete sets of descendants with more elements. 
5.2.1. Unique closest similar descendant 
Let (9’; 9’) be the unique closest similar descendant of a separated problem (3; 9’). 
Two subcases must be analyzed separately when a closing step is performed between 
(P”;P’) and (9;P). 
Case 1: Suppose that the multiplier of (3; 9) is syntactically empty, i.e., all leaves 
of the pruned tree r, except those in CSD(3; P), belong to the basis B. This also 
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means that the basis 33 is iterated without any additional quasi-solution. Hence, the 
global basis 5?( K, n) subsumes the complete quasi-solution of (9; .Y), where K is the 
shift between the problem (Y;P) and its unique closest similar descendant. 
Theorem 5.11. Let (2; 9’) be a separated problem and (9’; 9’) its unique closest 
similar descendant such that the identities J?‘K = 9p and 9” = 9’~ hold, where u is 
a shift and p is a renaming. If the quasi-solution 33 is the basis of (2’; 9’) and the 
multiplier of (9; P) is empty, then g(tc, n) is the complete quasi-solution of (2’; 9). 
Proof. Let T be the deduction tree produced by the subordinate procedure from the 
problem (3; 9’) with its pruned tree r. Let (91; Yp, ) be a leaf of r different from 
(9’; 9’). Then there exists a leaf (9;; 9”; ) of T deduced from (9’; P’), such that 
the identities $Pl K = .LZlp and 9” = 91~ hold. This is due to the fact that the 
deduction (9; 9) I* (91; 9’1) is equivalent to the deduction (3’; P’) E* (9; ; 9’; ) 
up to renaming of variables. Since the problems (9; S) and (9’; 9’) are similar, we 
derive also the similarity between the problems (_!?I ; 91) and (di”l, ;9; ). 
The basis g = 9I(rc, 0) is reconstituted from all leaves of the pruned tree F except 
(9’; 3”). From the similarity argument follows that the problem (9’; 9”) has also 
a unique closest similar descendant (9”; 9”). We can perform the reconstitution for 
(9’; P’), obtaining this way the basis 39’ of (9’; 9’). As we showed, for each leaf 
constructed in the deduction tree T there exists a similar leaf constructed in the pruned 
tree r. Hence, the basis g’ is similar to the basis &I, where the difference is expressed 
by the shift K and the renaming p. This implies that the basis 9?’ of (3’; 9’) is equal 
to the iteration a’( rc, 1). By induction we obtain this way an infinite sequence of bases 
.%(K,O),%9(rc, l), . . . ,LB(lc, i), . 
Since the multiplier of (9; 9) is empty, no quasi-solution is added to the basis $3’ 
during the reconstitution of the quasi-solution of (9; 9). Hence, by induction we get 
the infinite disjunction of bases 
by the hypothetic reconstitution from the deduction tree T, where c’, is the set of 
new variables of the basis 49. This infinite disjunction is equivalent to the global basis 
@K, n) where n is a new counter variable playing the role of a parameter. 0 
Case 2: Suppose that there is at least one leaf of the pruned tree F belonging to 
the multiplier of (9; 9’). This means that we must add the multiplier JZ to the next 
iteration of the basis 33’ when we perform a closing step between the problem (9; 9) 
and its unique closest similar descendant. 
Theorem 5.12. Let (2’; 9) be a separated problem and (2’; 9’) its unique closest 
similar descendant, such that the identities 2’~. = Zp and 9” = Pp hold, where tc 
is a shtft and p is a renaming. If the quasi-solution ?t? is the basis and the quasi- 
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solution A is the non-empty multiplier, respectively, of (.9;9), and z, 7’ are shifted 
variable refreshments, then the formula 
L?@Ic,O) V J%i?(fc, 1) A M(K,O)r V @(ic,n + 2) A A(lc,n + 1)~ A A(K,n)z’ 
in disjunctive normal form is the complete quasi-solution of (A?; 9). 
Proof. The reconstitution of an infinite sequence of bases 9#(rc, 0), g(~, 1 ), . . . , B(rc, i), 
. . . is the same as in the proof of Theorem 5.11. The reconstitution of multipliers is 
performed analogously to the bases, yielding the infinite sequence of multipliers 
~H(rc,O),~@(tc, l) . . ., A(x,i),. . 
For each i, the multipliers .&I’(rc, 0), . . . , A(K, i) must be added to the basis @(K, i + 1) 
within the closing step between the problem (9; 9) and its unique closest similar 
descendant (9’; 9”). By induction, we obtain the formula 
@(K, 0) V J?d(q n + 1) A i; JZ(ic, i)zi 
i=o 
as the complete quasi-solution of (99; .Y), where the refreshment ri belongs to the ith 
iteration of the multiplier JI(K, i), for i = 0,. . . , n. Since for n = 0 the conjunction 
r\y=, ~(Jc, i)Zi is equal to &(Jc, O)ZO, we separate this case from the rest of the formula, 
transforming it this way to 
n+l 
a(K,O) V ~(K,~)A~(K,O)ZO V .@(fc,n+2)A A A(JC,i)Zi 
i=O 
The obtained formula is still unusable since its length depends on the parameter n. 
We must show that the conjunction r\yz,t Jci(lc, i)zi is equivalent to the conjunction 
of the last two iterations &(K, n + 1 )r,+t A &(Ic, n)z, for every n. Let cj L Zj be 
a linear Diophantine equation in the system _Y and P[&] be the B-part containing 
the shifted variables c’,, both of the multiplier _4!. Assume that the shift K contains a 
substitution cj +-+ c; + kj. Consecutively, we obtain the sequence of equations 
c. ? $) +k. 
J J 
$) ?. c(?) + kj, . . . , &l) & c(r) + kj, 
J’ J-J J J 
c!“’ & ,(;+l) + kj 
J J 
during the construction of the deduction tree T from the separated problem (9’; 9). 
This linear Diophantine system is equivalent to the conjunction 
(cj z c:” + kj) A (cj E cY’ + 2kj) A. ’ * A (cj L cCn) + nkj) 
? A (Cj = Cj @+l) +  (n + 1)kj) 
where the new counter variables c:.” are introduced by Fork or Relax during the con- 
struction of the deduction tree T, for i = 1,. . . , n + 1. These new counter variables ~7’ 
are formally produced as the instances cj!’ = c;ri of the shifted variable c;. Hence, the 
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linear Diophantine equation c, 2 cj” + ikj belongs to the system 9 of the refreshed 
iteration J2@( M, i)zj. 
Consider now the Y-parts P[ZJra,. . . ,P[c’K]zn of the (refreshed) iterations of the 
multiplier .,44!( K,O)ZO, . . . , A( K, II + 1 )r,+r , respectively. Clearly, if the conjunction of 
refreshed P-parts S[c’,]za A . . . A P[i!K]z,+~ has a solution then also the conjunction 
~[c’K]z,A~[ZK]~,+r has the same solution. On the other hand, if .P[ZK]rnA~[ZK]~,+i has 
a solution expressed in the shifted variables c’,, then the conjunction pP[&]r, AP[ZK]ri+l 
has the same solution expressed in the variables .&ri, for i = 0,. . . ,a. By induction, 
the conjunctions /\yJi 9+3,&i and P[ZK]rn A P[&]r,+r have the same solutions up 
to refreshment of the shifted variables c’,. Since the conjunction Y[&]z, A .9’p[ZK]r,+I 
does not contain the counter variables c:j) for i = 1,. . . , n - 1, and these variables 
do not depend on cj and $+r ), we can drop the equations containing these counter 
variables from the linear Diophantine system. Hence, the system needed to constrain 
the conjunction ~‘P[&]z, A 9[ZK]rn+l is (cl 1 CT’ + nkj) A (cj 1 cam”) + (n + l)k,). 
This proves that the conjunction r\:Lt ~%‘(lc,i)zi is equivalent to the conjunction 
+M(K, n + 1 )%+I A A?(Ic,~)~, for all n. 0 
The second part of the proof of Theorem 5.12 can be explained better through the 
following geometric interpretation. A solution of a linear Diophantine system repre- 
sents a half-hyperplane. We associate each multiplier 4!(1c, i) for i = 0, , . . , n + 1 
with a half-hyperplane representing the solution of its system 9. With the conjunction 
r\yzi +&‘(K, i) we ask for the intersection of the half-hyperplanes _&‘(rc, 0), . . . , A!( K, n + 
1). But the half-hyperplane of J!(Ic, i) is just the half-hyperplane of &(Jc, i - 1) shifted 
by K. The intersection of the half-hyperplanes can be constructed by superposition of the 
(n + 2)-copies of the half-hyperplane A, where always the following half-hyperplane 
is shifted by rc with respect to the previous one. These half-hyperplanes evidently su- 
perpose on the last hyper-plane &(Jc, n + 1). To keep track of the superpositions also 
for the P-part of every half-hyperplane &(K, i), we must maintain a conjunction of 
two successive iterations of the multiplier 4. Therefore, the superposition is expressed 
by the conjunction M(K, n + 1 )r A A(K, n)z’ for refreshments r and r’. 
Nevertheless, there are separated problems (9’; 9)) with a unique closest similar 
descendant for which Theorem 5.12 constructs a complete quasi-solution that is unnec- 
essarily complicated. In particular, this is the case when the P-part of the multiplier ~4’ 
does not depend on the shifted variables c’,. In this case, the complete quasi-solution 
of (9; 9’) can be expressed by a simpler formula. 
Corollary 5.13. Let (2’; 9) be a separated problem and (2’; 9’) its unique closest 
similar descendant, such that the identities 2’~ = Yp and 9”’ = Pp hold, where K 
is a shift and p is a renaming. If the quasi-solution 8 is the basis and the quasi- 
solution 4 is the non-empty multiplier, respectively, of (2; P), z is a shafted variable 
refreshment, and the S-part of AZ contains no shifted variables, then the formula 
P&K, 0) V 93(x, n + 1) A A( K, n)T in disjunctive normal form is the complete quasi- 
solution of (_Y;.CP). 
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Proof. Note that in the proof of Theorem 5.12 that for each refreshment ri the identity 
P[ZK]ri = P[Z,J holds, provided that Y[c’,] contains no shifted variables &. Hence, 
there is no need to keep the conjunction ~[c’,]r, A P[Z&+t since it is equal to the 
original Y-part 9[c’,] of the multiplier 4. Therefore, the conjunction r\:=, &(Ic, i)ri 
is equivalent to J&‘(K, n)r,, what implies the formula @(rc, 0) V S?(K, n + 1) A _&(K, n)z, 
to be the complete quasi-solution of (9’; 9). 0 
5.2.2. Multiple closest similar descendants 
Suppose that the complete set of descendants CSD(3’; 9) contains more than one 
closest similar descendant of a problem (Y; 9). Evidently, the closest similar descen- 
dants in CSD(9; 9) occur at parallel positions of the pruned tree F. We show by 
induction on the size of CSD(3; 9) that a closing step between the complete set of 
descendants CSD(Y; 9) and the problem (9; 9) is constructed as a combination of 
individual closing steps between (P’i; 9i) and (9; ~7) for all closest similar descen- 
dants (Yi; Pi) from the set CSD(3’; 9). The following theorem describes a recurrent 
method for constructing this combination based on individual closing steps with unique 
closest similar descendants. 
Theorem 5.14. Let (9; 9’) be a separatedproblem whose complete set of descendants 
contains more than one element. Let T be the deduction tree constructed by the 
subordinate procedure from (9; 9) with the corresponding pruned tree T=. Let A 
be the set of positions of all closest similar descendants CSD(Y;P) in F, with a 
particular position p E A and a non-empty rest T = A - (p). If a is the quasi- 
solution reconstructed from the tree T[T]r and /3 is the quasi-solution reconstructed 
from the tree T[T], then the formula a r\p in disjunctive normal form is the complete 
quasi-solution of (2; 9). 
Proof. Let us call the descendant (3’; P’) at the position p in the pruned tree T as 
the selected descendant and the rest S = CSD(9; 9) - {( 9’; 9’)) as the postponed 
descendants. 
Assume that the hypothetic reconstitution from the deduction tree T yields the for- 
mula CI’ for the selected descendant (9’; 9’) and the formulae # for the postponed 
descendants (9:; 9;) from the rest S, respectively. The lowest common ancestor in the 
deduction tree T between the selected descendant (9; 9) and each postponed descen- 
dant (3;; 9’:) is a decomposition and-branching. Let (9;; Pi’) be the lowest common 
ancestor of (2; 9) and (9:; 9:). Let the hypothetic reconstitution at the problem 
(9;; 9;) yield the formula cl” from the branch leading to (3; 9) and the formula /$ 
from the branch leading to (9’:; 9;). Hence, the problem (3;; 9:) is labeled by the 
formula ~“A#/\Y where y is a formula reconstituted from the supplementary branches. 
We repeat this construction for each postponed descendant (9;; 9;). Let (2; @) be the 
premise of the highest decomposition in p among all considered lowest common an- 
cestors. The problem (2; @) is labeled by the formula Crr\br\y, where a is the formula 
reconstituted from the branch leading to (9; P), pi is the formula reconstituted from 
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the branch leading to (9;; 9;) for all i = 1,. . . , n in the conjunction /? = p, A . . A j,, 
and “7 is a formula reconstituted from the supplementary branches. 
The formula L? A j A 7 is equivalent to (CIA 7) A (b A 17). At the problem (2; @), the 
formula Cx A “7 is reconstituted from the tree T[T]r and the formula b A 17 is reconsti- 
tuted, by induction hypothesis, from the tree T[T],. This reconstitution continues from 
(2; 8’) to the problem (9; 9) at the root of the deduction tree T. 
Suppose that a formula ([A r) V 0 is reconstituted in an or-branching node q between 
(2; @) and (Y; 9) in the deduction tree T, where [ V 0 is reconstituted at the node q 
in the tree T[T]r and n V 6 is reconstituted at the node q in the tree T[T],. Since the 
identity ([ V 0) A (q V 0) = ([ A y) V fl holds, we can construct the first formula as a 
conjunction of the two other formulae. 
Suppose that a formula ([ A ‘I) A Q is reconstituted in an and-branching node q 
between (2; 8’) and (9’; 9’) in the deduction tree T, where [ A tI is reconstituted at 
the node q in the tree T[T]r and VAT is reconstituted at the node q in the tree T[T],. 
Since the identity ([A 0) A (q A 0) = (i A yl) A 19 holds, we can construct the first formula 
as a conjunction of the two other formulae. 
From the previous fact about the or- and and-branchings, and by structural induction 
on the nodes of the deduction tree T follows that if c( is the formula reconstituted 
at the root of the tree T[T]r and /3 is the formula reconstituted at the root of the 
tree T[T], then x A p is the formula reconstituted at the root of the tree T. Since 
the tree T[T]r contains a unique closest similar descendant (Y’;P) of the problem 
(60; P), we get the quasi-solution CI also by the extended reconstitution of the pruned 
tree f’[T]r, according to Theorems 5.11 and 5.12. By induction hypothesis, we get 
the quasi-solution /3 also by the extended reconstitution of the pruned tree p[Tlp. 
Therefore the formula CI A /I in disjunctive normal form is the complete quasi-solution 
of the problem (3; 9). 0 
The proof of Theorem 5.14 uses extensively the fact that boolean conjunction is 
associative and commutative. This indicates that the selected descendant can be chosen 
at random from the complete set of descendants. 
The complete set of descendants CSD( 9; 9) can contain two problems (9’; 9) 
and (9’; 9”‘) which satisfy the identities Z’IC = _Yp’ and P’Jc’ = 3’~” for shifts JC’ 
and K”, and renamings p’ and p”, but the shifts may be incompatible, i.e., one excludes 
the solutions of the other. This incompatibility is not discovered by the subordinate 
procedure, since the extended reconstruction does not solve the linear Diophantine 
systems in the quasi-solutions. This incompatibility is determined in the main procedure 
by the transition rule Dio. 
Remark. It is not necessary to transform yielded formulae to disjunctive normal form 
at every stage of the extended reconstitution of quasi-solutions. Nevertheless, we need 
to return a quasi-solution in disjunctive normal form to the main procedure. Hence, it 
is sufficient in practice to perform only one transformation at the end of the extended 
reconstitution. 
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To understand better the presented unification algorithm, let us analyze the following 
example. 
Example 5.15 (Example 5.9 continued). The problem (_1?;9) = (T;f(c;x) 1 @ 
(c’; y)) is directly presented to the subordinate procedure. A unique closest similar 
descendant (c L cl + 1 A c’ 1 ci + 1; f(ct;x) 1 @(ci; y)) of (9;9’) is encountered 
using the shift K = [c H cl + 1,~’ H ci + l] and the renaming p = [c H c,,c’ H ci]. 
The shifted variables are {cI,c{}. Let zi = [ct H c~+~,c~ H ci+r] be refreshments. The 
global basis is 
and the global multiplier is 
The closing of the pruned deduction tree yields, following Theorem 5.12, the quasi- 
solution 
a(JG 0) (c~o;X~&:;y))v(c?c*+lAc~?o;X*j(cl;X)?y) 
V V 
g(& 1) ((CL 1; x?&;;y))V(c?cl+2Ac’? 1; x*&c&Ly)) 
A A 
d(JG Oh 
7 
(c k c2 + 1 A c’ 2 c; + 1; x 2 g^(c;; y)) 
V V 
W(lc,n + 2) ((c ? n + 2; x ? &;; y)) 
V(c ? cl + n + 3 A c’ L n + 2; x * &c,;x) L y)) 
A A 
di’(~,n+l)q (c&+n+2Ac’&;+n+2; &(c;;y)) 
A A 
J&K, nb2 (c~q+n+1Ac’~ c;+n+l;xQ(c;;y)) 
where n is a new counter variable originating from a closing step. This formula is 
transformed into disjunctive normal form and returned back to the main procedure. 
The first part c( = (c 2 0; x 1 g^(c{; y)) V (C z cl + 1 A C’ L 0; x * f(q;x) 2 y) of 
the received quasi-solution is already in solved form. We must solve the problems 
/?, = (c ? 1 A c 1 c2 + 1 A c’ 2 c; + 1; x ? g^(c;; y) Ax 2 tj(c;; y)) 
~~=(c~~~+~A~~c~+~Ac~~~~+~Ac~~~; 
x * j&x) L y Ax L cj(c;; y)) 
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x * &Cl, y) ? y A x 2 @(ci; y) Ax ? g^(c;; y)) 
The Eliminate rule of the main procedure transforms the conjunction 9 of the mixed 
problems 82 and /34 to the conjunctions (x * f(ci;x) ? y) A (x ? g^(cG;x * [(ci;x))) 
and (x * f(cl;x) 2 y) A (x ? i(ci;x * f^(cl;x))) A (x L gj(cg;y)), respectively. The 
separated problem x L g^(ci;x * f^(ci;x)) presented to the subordinate procedure leads 
after an application of the Bang rule to an occur check. Hence, there is no solution 
for the problems 82 and 84. 
The Eliminate rule of the main procedure transforms the problems /?i and /I3 to 
fi; = (c ? 1 A c L c2 + 1 A c’ L c; + 1; x L g^(c’l; y) A g^(c{; y) L g^(C$; y)) 
and 
/?;=(c~n+2Ac~c2+n+2Ac~c3+~+lAc~~c~+~+2 
A C’ 2 c; + n + 1; x i i(c;; y) A x 2 i(c;; y) A cj(c;; y) L cj(c;; y)) 
The separated problems i(ci; y) ? $ci; y) and g^(ci; y) L i(cj; y) from the mixed 
problems /I{ and pi are presented to the subordinate procedure that returns the quasi- 
solutions (c’, i k A ci ? k; T) and (ci L k A cg L k; T), respectively, where k is a 
new counter variable originating from a closure step. The problem /?i is transformed 
after the return from the subordinate procedure to 
by = (c ? 1 A c 2 c2 + 1 A c’ 1 c; + 1 A c; ? k A c; z k; x 2 cj(c;; y)) 
that gives, after an application of Dio, the solution 
fl:” = (c ; 1 A c2 ? 0 A c’ ? k + 1 A c; L k A I_$ 2 k; x A g^(c;; y)) 
in solved form, from which we can drop the superfluous equations c2 2 0 and ci L k. 
The problem /I; is transformed after the return from the subordinate procedure to 
~~=(c~n+2Ac~c2+n+2Ac~c3+n+lAc’~c;+n+2 
A c’ L c; + n + 1 A c; L k A c; 1 k; x L g^(c’l; y) Ax ? cj(c;; y)) 
If we apply now the transition rule Dio to the problem &’ to solve the linear Dio- 
phantine system, we get the equation k + n + 2 ? k + n + 1 that has no solutions in 
natural numbers, thus there is no solution for the problem p3. 
The solution of the primal unification problem f(c;x) ? g^(c’; y) is the disjunction 
CI v fly’, hence the corresponding global unifiers are 
(Pli VI) = ([c - 01; [x - cxc;; Y)l) 
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@2; v2) = ([c ++ Cl + AC’ H 01; [y t-+.x * jyq;x)]) 
(~3; ~3) = (1~ I--+ Lc’ H k + 1,~; H k]; [x H @(c;; y)]) 
6. Termination and correctness of the primal unification algorithm 
To validate the primal unification algorithm presented in the previous section, we 
must prove its termination and correctness. We perform these proofs for the subor- 
dinate procedure first, then we use them in the corresponding proofs for the main 
procedure. 
Proposition 6.1. The subordinate procedure combined with the extended reconstitu- 
tion of the pruned deduction trees terminates for every separated pur$ed unification 
problem. 
Proof. Lemma 5.3 and Theorem 5.7 determine that the pruned deduction tree is finite 
for each separated purified unification problem. The reconstitution procedure performed 
on pruned trees is finite and a closing step is also finite following Theorems 5.11, 5.12, 
and 5.14, hence the extended reconstitution on pruned trees is finite. Cl 
We need to define an interpretation for formulae built upon mixed unification prob- 
lems in order to prove soundness and completeness of the primal unification algorithm. 
Let C be the set of all pairs (p; v) such that p: %? --+ N is an enumerator and v: 3 + 
F(X, 9) is an idempotent substitution. Let Q be the set of all formulae built upon the 
mixed problems (9; Y) and closed under conjunction and disjunction. In other words, 
l every mixed problem (9; 9) is a member of Sz, 
l if CI E 52 and /I E Q then (a A /I) E Q and (M V /?) E Sz. 
The interpretation of a formula from Sz with respect to a Presburger system W is 
defined inductively in the following way: 
[a A Pll = [all n UBII 
[~3n = bn wn 
bd =c- [an 
[( 2; 9)n = the set of local unifiers (p; v) for the mixed problem (2; 9) such 
that the identities 1~ = Z’,u and t,uvlg= t’pvLa hold for every 
equation (I L I’) E 9 and (t 2 t’) E 9 
W;-Vll =z 
1[(1; S)] = 0 for all primal unification problems 9 
[(Yip; I)] = 0 for every linear Diophantine system _.Y 
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In order to prove correctness of the primal unification algorithm, we must prove for 
every transition rule 5 in both procedures that the interpretation of the premise n and 
the conclusion 7-r’ satisfy the inclusions [rcj >[rc’l] for soundness and [rrcJ &[rrr’l for 
completeness. 
Proposition 6.2. The subordinate procedure combined with the extended reconstitu- 
tion of pruned deduction trees computes the complete quasi-solution of every separated 
purijied unification problem. 
Proof. We need to prove that the subordinate procedure is sound and complete, and 
that its result is a quasi-solution for every separated purified unification problem. 
Soundness: We need to prove that the inclusion [rrJ >[x’n between interpretations 
of the premise n and the conclusion rr ’ is satisfied for each transition rule of the 
subordinate procedure. 
The transition rules Trivial, Decompose, Conflict, and Check do not differ sub- 
stantially from the same transition rules in syntactic unification. The Decompose rule 
differs from a standard decomposition rule in the conclusion, but this syntactic dif- 
ference is necessary only to preserve separated unification problems. The conclusion 
of the Decompose rule is a conjunction, hence its interpretation is the same as in 
standard decomposition in syntactic unification. This conjunction is reclaimed during 
the reconstitution procedure. Therefore, the first four transition rules are sound. 
Let (9; t A t’) be a forked problem with t as the forked term. The application of 
Fork generates in its conclusion rc’ a disjunction M V /I where CY = (Y A c L 0; t[c H 
0] ? t’) is the basic edge and /3 = (_Y A c p c’ + 1; t[c +-+ c’ + l] ? t’) is the inductive 
edge. Let 01 E Z be a unifier for c( and r72 E C a unifier for b. From the disjunction 
follows the inclusion {cJ~, 02} c[txV/Q. If (TI E [cl] then the unifier cri must contain the 
substitution [c H 01. By the same token, if rr2 E [PI then the unifier (~2 must contain 
the substitution [c H c’ + l] or its instance. Hence, both unifiers ~1 and (~2 belong to 
the interpretation [(_fZ; t L t' )J since c @ %Wzr(t’) holds because the separated problem 
t 2 t’ is purified. This implies that Fork is sound. The same argument applied only to 
an instantiation of a counter variable c by 0 proves the soundness of Bang. 
Let (9; t g t’) t (2’; t 2 t”) be a deduction step performed by Simplify and 
let (I*; v) E Z be a unifier of (9; t -! t”). From stability of the rewrite relation +* 
follows the relation t’vp +,% t”vp. Hence by Definition 4.2, the unifier (11; v) belongs 
to the interpretation [(.sP; t g t’)]. This implies that Simplify is sound. 
Let (9; t[c + l] 2 t’) F (2 A c L c’ - 1; t[c’] L t’) be a deduction step performed 
by Relax and let u E C be a unifier of (3 A c ? c’ - 1; t[c’] ? t’). Thus, the 
unifier CJ must contain the substitution [c H c’ - 11. The condition c @ %?Szr(t’) 
holds, because the separated problem (9; t[c + l] =!= t’) is purified, and the identity 
(t[c + l])[c H c’ - l] = t[c H c’ - l][c’] = (t[c’])[c H c’ - l] holds too therefore CJ 
belongs to the interpretation [(9; t[c + l] 2 t’)]. This implies that Relax is sound. 
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Completeness: We need to prove the inclusion [rcjj Qz’Jj between interpretation 
of the premise rc and the conclusion n’ of each transition rule of the subordinate 
procedure. Each primal term can be seen as a stratified encapsulation of constructor 
wraps and redexes. The transition rules of the subordinate procedure can be divided 
into two groups. The first group consists of the transition rules that act on constructor 
wraps: Trivial, Decompose, Conflict, and Check. The second group consists of 
the transition rules that act on redexes: Fork, Bang, Simplify, and Relax. We can 
perform the completeness proof for these two groups separately and independently. 
This follows from the fact that the normal form wrt W of each enumerated primal 
term is a term from the algebra F-(X, X). Instead of interleaving the transition rules 
of both groups, we may think of the subordinate procedure as working in the following 
way: (1) nondeterministically guessing an enumerator r and apply it to a separated 
equation c L t’, producing an enumerated equation tf 1 t’{; (2) rewrite the enumerated 
equation to the normal form ttJ,w? t’cJ3; (3) apply the transition rules of the first 
group exhaustively to the equation t&& 2 t’&a since both sides of it are terms from 
.F(X,5?). This run produces a local unifier or a failure, depending on the guess of 
the enumerator 5. 
The transition rules $ of the first group are complete since they satisfy the inclusion 
[rcn c[n’l]. This follows from the completeness of syntactic unification. We do not lose 
soundness of these rules, neither if the root symbols in Decompose and Conflict are 
required to be constructors since the defined symbols at root are treated by Fork, nor 
if the variable x in Check is tested for occurrence only in the constructor wrap of the 
term t since the complementary case is treated by Bang. 
To prove completeness of the second group of transition rules, we must show that 
they successively generate all potential enumerators and that rewriting of enumerated 
equations to the normal form wrt 58 conserves quasi-solutions. The Presburger system W 
is confluent and terminating, hence the normal form of every enumerated equation 
exists and it is unique. Therefore, a deduction step o! tsimPti@ fi satisfies the inclusion 
[cr]l C[l/Q, hence Simplify is complete. The argument for proving completeness of 
Relax is the same as for soundness of this rule since the identity (t[c + l])[c H 
c’ - l] = t[c H c’ - l][c’] = (t[c’])[c H c’ - l] holds. 
To prove completeness of Bang, assume that we instantiate the counter variable c 
in the equation x L t by a positive integer k and then we apply exhaustively the 
Simplify rule, obtaining the equation x 2 t’. Since the subterm f(c,$i) occurs at 
position a of the term t, the subterm t’], is equal to the normal form t’l, = f(k,n’;?)lg. 
To reduce the instantiated primal term {(k, n’; 9 to its normal form with respect to W, 
we need to apply at least once the inductive rewrite rule for the defined symbol f 
since k > 0. Hence, the root symbol of the subterm t’l, is a constructor, because of 
the conditions imposed on Presburger systems in Definition 3.1. Since x E Y&(t) holds 
and rewriting by Presburger systems preserves ordinary variables according to the last 
condition of Definition 3.1, the variable x occurs in the constructor wrap #+p(t’la) and 
therefore also the condition x E tir(Wp(t’)) holds. Therefore, the equation x 2 t’ 
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has no solution, hence our assumption is wrong. Thus, an equation x 2 t where the 
conditions x $! tir(~~(t)) and x E %r(t) are satisfied can have a solution only if 
the active counter of a redex in t that contains the variable x is instantiated by 0. 
The key point of the completeness proof is the analysis of the Fork rule. We must 
show that all possible instantiations are successively applied to a counter variable and 
that all counter variables are instantiated. The Fork rule instantiates the active counter 
of a forked term. Since each natural number is either 0 or a successor of a natural 
number, the or-branching in the conclusion of Fork covers inductively all instantiations 
of the active counter variable by all natural numbers. The redexes in the right-hand side 
terms ~1 and r2 from the basic and inductive rewrite rules, respectively, for a defined 
symbol j belong to the approximation of the forked term, hence by induction on the 
well-founded precedence + on defined symbols 9 the previous statement holds for all 
counter variables in forked terms. If counter variables are trapped in an equation x L t 
in the term t without the possibility of being enumerated and the variable x does not 
occur in the wrap W&t) then the enumeration will be performed by Bang. 
The previous paragraphs prove the completeness of the subordinate procedure pro- 
ducing potentially infinite deduction trees. Therefore, also the hypothetic reconstruction 
procedure upon infinite deduction trees is complete. When we add a closing step, we 
maintain completeness as proved in the closing Theorems 5.11, 5.12, and 5.14. Thus, 
the subordinate procedure with extended reconstitution is complete. 
Quasi-solutions: We prove by structural induction on a deduction tree that the result 
of each extended reconstruction is a quasi-solution. 
If (9; 9’) is a leaf of a deduction tree then it must be a presolved form, otherwise 
there is a transition rule that can be applied on (2; 9’). Each presolved form is a 
quasi-solution therefore all leaves in a deduction tree are labeled by quasi-solutions. 
The absence of Coalesce and Eliminate does not affect the quasi-solutions. We would 
miss solutions but not quasi-solutions in absence of these two transition rules. If the 
formulae CI 1, . . . , cx, are quasi-solutions then the conjunction XI A . . . A a, converted 
to disjunctive normal form is also a quasi-solution, therefore all and-branchings are 
labeled by quasi-solutions. If the formulae ~(1 and Q are quasi-solutions then the dis- 
junction al V cc2 is also a quasi-solution, therefore all or-branchings are labeled by 
quasi-solutions. Each iteration of the global basis and of the global multiplier is a 
quasi-solution, therefore each closing step produces a quasi-solution according to the 
closing Theorems 5.11, 5.12, and 5.14. Hence, by structural induction on a pruned 
deduction tree, the result of every extended reconstitution is a quasi-solution. 0 
The subordinate procedure was proved valid, we can continue with the proofs for 
the main procedure. 
The termination of the main procedure is intuitively clear for the following rea- 
sons: (1) the syntactic unification algorithm terminates, (2) every Presburger rewrite 
system B? is terminating, (3) the algorithm to solve linear Diophantine systems ter- 
minates, and (4) the subordinate procedure terminates with a finite formula as output. 
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The only possibility for non-termination could arise from a potential infinite flip-flop 
between the main and subordinate procedures. This flip-flop is impossible since the 
quasi-solution returned by the subordinate procedure is structurally smaller than the 
separated purified unification problem on input. The comparison is based on the fact 
that all terms in an approximation slepx(t) are smaller than the primal term t in the 
ordering +lpO used to prove the termination of the Presburger system 9’. The following 
theorem gives a formal proof. 
Theorem 6.3. The primal unijication algorithm terminates for every primal unijication 
problem. 
Proof. To prove the termination of the main procedure, we consider its transition rules 
as rewrite rules of a rewrite system in an extended signature 2. The signature J? 
consists of the symbols failure I, identity T, conjunction A, disjunction V, equation’ 
symbol L, all the symbols of the signature F (i.e., the constructors X, the defined 
symbols 9, the constant 0, and the successor symbol s), all the ordinary variables X, 
and all the counter variables %?. Note that the ordinary variables X and the counter 
variables V of the unification problem are now constants in the rewrite system. The 
variables of the rewrite system are the symbols _Y for a linear Diophantine system 
and 9 for a primal unification problem. 
Given a unification problem 9, the occur-check relation 29 is the relation on ordi- 
nary variables of 9 defined as the smallest reflexive-transitive relation which contains 
x a9 y when there is an equation x L t in 9 with x E Sk(t) (cf. [7]). Let us define 
the precedence 7 on the signature X as follows: 
1. for the symbols =$ V, A, T, and I we define L 7 V 7 A 7 T II I; 
2. every constructor symbols from X is greater than the equation symbol & 
Vf E X(f 7 L); 
3. every defined symbol from 9 is greater than every constructor from Xx: 
vf E 9Ifg E X(P 7 g); 
4. the defined symbols are compared by the precedence + on 9: 
V~,~E9(~++_j‘@); 
5. every counter variable from %? is greater than every defined symbol from 9: 
Vc/cEI&9(c?~); 
6. the counter variables from %? are all equivalent in the precedence 7; 
7. the successor symbol s is greater than the constant 0 which in turn is greater than 
every counter variable from S’: Vc E %? (S 3 0 1 c); 
8. every ordinary variable from X is greater than the successor symbol S: ‘dx E 9” 
(x 1 s); 
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9. the ordinary variables 2” are compared by the occur-check relation 29. 
The part 9 of the definition of the precedence 7 must be precised since the occur- 
check relation actually depends on the considered problem 2. In fact, we consider the 
(maybe infinite) union of all occur-check relations at any deduction step. This definition 
depends on the transition rule, but it does not depend on a particular problem 9, and 
we need not compute effectively this relation. It can happen that ordinary variables 
are equivalent wrt this relation, in which case they are considered as equivalent in the 
precedence 1. 
Since there is an associative-commutative symbol A, we use an AC-compatible 
rewrite ordering Ilacrpo induced by the precedence 3, like that defined in [35], to 
prove termination of the rewrite system. Note that the ordering Ilacrpo is monotone 
and has the subterm property. Hence, for proving termination, we only have to prove 
that every left-hand side (premise) of a rule is greater in the ordering Ilcrtrpo than the 
corresponding right-hand side (conclusion). 
The structural rules I A 9 + I, T A 9 + 9, 9 A 3’ + P, and the rules Trivial, 
Conflict, and Check are obviously decreasing in the ordering I&,,~. 
Decompose is decreasing since the relation ? 7 A holds in the precedence and 
the relation f(t,,.. .,t,,) L f(ti,. . .,tA) &rpo t, L t: holds by monotonicity and the 
subterm property for all i = 1, , n. 
Eliminate is decreasing since the ordinary variable x is greater in the precedence 7 
than the variables tir(t), because every ordinary variable is greater than every counter 
variable, the ordinary variables y E Y&(t) satisfy the relation x 3:~ y and the identity 
x =.Y y is impossible to satisfy since x 6 Yi%(t) holds. Moreover, ordinary variables are 
greater than the symbols from F and the counter variables from % in the precedence 7, 
thus the relation x Ilacrpo t is satisfied. 
Simplify is decreasing since the ordering Ilacrpo is a compatible extension of the 
ordering +-ho (i.e., the relation >I pcI is a subset of the relation IIUcrpu) used to prove 
termination of the Presburger system 2. 
Separate is decreasing since the subordinate procedure returns a finite formula c( = 
//:=, (L!i; pi), every redex in 2 belongs to the approximations dpx(t) or &px(t’), and 
the defined symbols 9 are greater in the precedence ? than the constructors X and 
the symbols L;, V, A, T, _I_. Every primal term t is greater wrt to the ordering Ilucrpu 
than all terms from the approximation dpx(t) because the precedence 7 is consistent 
with F on the defined symbols 2, and the ordering Ilucrpo is monotone and has the 
subterm property. Hence, the equation t 2 t’ in the premise of Separate is greater 
than every conjunction Yi from CL 
The transition rules Coalesce, Purify, Lift, and Dio cannot be proved decreasing 
by the ordering ITlucrpO, therefore we must find other orderings or other means to prove 
it. 
Lift is decreasing since the number of non-variable counter expressions is greater in 
the premise than in the conclusion. Hence, the ordering ~-1 for Lift is the relation on 
the size of the set of counter expressions that are not counter variables, in a primal 
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term. Note that the set of non-variable counter expressions remains invariant in the 
equation B during the application of other transition rules. 
Purify is decreasing since the number of common counter variables in the equation 
t L t’ is greater than the number of counter variables in t 2 t’[c H c’]. Hence, the 
ordering ~2 for Purify is the relation on the number of common counter variables 
in equations. Note that the premise and the conclusion of Purify are equivalent (thus 
nonincreasing) in the ordering Iacrpo since all counter variables V are equivalent in 
the precedence Il. 
Given a linear Diophantine system _‘!? = (ct i 11 A . . . A ck 2 /k ), we measure the 
number of pairs (i,j) that satisfy the conditions i # j and ci = cj+ The ordering +s to 
prove that Dio is decreasing is the relation on the number of pairs (i,j) that satisfy 
the conditions i # j and ci = cj in the system 9. Since the condition ViVj((ci = 
cj) >(i = j)) holds for every solved system solve(Z), the measure for solve(Z) is 
equal to 0. Hence, the ordering +-3 is well-founded. Evidently, we assume that the Dio 
rule is applied only to unsolved linear Diophantine systems. Note that the premise and 
the conclusion of Dio are equivalent (thus nonincreasing) in all previous orderings for 
the other transition rules since Dio does not affect the conjunction 9. 
Coalesce keeps the problem equivalent with respect to all previous ordering, since 
the ordinary variables x and y are equivalent in the precedence 7 (because x =B y 
holds) and in all other measures. However, this rule can be applied only finitely many 
times. Hence, we can reason modulo this rule, i.e., modulo the strict equivalence =B 
on the ordinary variables 3, since the equivalence classes of Coalesce are finite. 
The lexicographic combination of orderings +I x Ilacrpo x +2 x +3 is the resulting 
ordering that proves the termination of the primal unification algorithm. 0 
Theorem 6.4. The primal unijication algorithm computes the complete solution of 
every primal unijication problem. 
Proof. We need to prove that the main procedure is sound and complete, and that its 
result is a solution for every primal unification problem. 
Soundness: The transition rules Trivial, Decompose, Conflict, Coalesce, Check, 
and Eliminate are sound because it follows from the soundness of the syntactic uni- 
fication algorithm. The transaction rules Purify and Lift are sound since they only 
shuffle information from the conjunction 9 to the system 9’. The soundness of Sim- 
plify follows from Definition 4.2, as it was proved in Proposition 6.2. The soundness 
of Separate follows from the soundness of the subordinate procedure. The soundness 
of Dio follows from the soundness of an algorithm for solving linear Diophantine sys- 
tems. Hence, the main procedure is sound since all its transition rules 5 satisfy the 
inclusion [nl> [7t’J . 
Completeness: We need to prove the inclusion [rcJ (I[rc’J between interpretations of 
the premise rc and the conclusion rr’ of each transition rule of the main procedure. The 
transition rules Trivial, Decompose, Conflict, Coalesce, Check, and Eliminate 
conserve this inclusion since their completeness follows from the completeness of the 
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syntactic unification algorithm. The transition rules Purify and Lift just shuffle infor- 
mation from the conjunction 9 to the system Y, hence they conserve the inclusion 
between interpretations of their premis and conclusion since the system 9 represents 
a constraint on 9. Simplify conserves solutions since every Presburger system ,!4? is 
confluent and terminating. Separate conserves the inclusion since the subordinate pro- 
cedure was proved complete in Proposition 6.2. Dio conserves the inclusion since the 
algorithm for solving linear Diophantine systems is complete. Hence, follows the com- 
pleteness of the main procedure and, subsequently of the whole unification algorithm. 
Solutions: We show by case analysis that the exhaustive application of the transition 
rules produces only finite disjunctions of solved forms. 
Let us analyze first equations t 2 t’ in the conjunction 9. If the conditions &ad(t) 
E X and A%ad(t’) E X hold then either Decompose or Conflict can be applied. If 
Xead(t) E 9 holds then Separate can be applied. If the conditions t E “%Gr(t’) and 
Xead(t’) E X hold then Check or Separate can be applied. 
If the conjunction 9 contains two equations x z t and x’ p t’ such that the conditions 
x’ E %r(t) and X’ 6 Vhr(t’) hold or the identity x = X’ holds then Coalesce or 
Eliminate can be applied. 
This implies that if 9 = (tl ? ti)r\ . f . A(& L t;) is a conjunction in a mixed problem 
after an exhaustive application of the transition rules, then the following conditions 
hold: Vi(t, E X), ViVj(ti +! V&r($)), and ViVj((ti = tj) >(i = j)). 
If there exists an equation 1 L 1’ in the system 9 such that the conditions I @ %? 
and I’ 6 % hold then Dio can be applied. If there exist two equations c 2 I and 
c’ L 1’ in 9 such that c’ E %?%%(I) holds or the identity c = c’ holds then Dio can 
be applied, too. 
This implies that after an exhaustive application of the transition rules of the main 
procedure all conditions for solved forms are satisfied. Therefore, the unification algo- 
rithm produces only disjunctions of solved forms. Since the finiteness of these disjunc- 
tions was proved in Theorem 6.3, the unification algorithm produces solutions on input. 
Each solved form (ci L 11 A ... A ck z lk; x1 ? tl A ... Ax, L t,) in the resulting 
disjunction corresponds to a global unifier [cl H 11,. . , Ck H lk; x1 H tl, . .,x, H tn]. 
cl 
7. Concluding remarks 
We constructed a schematization formalism called primal grammars based on ideas 
from rewriting and recursion theory, we presented a unification algorithm for it, and 
proved that this algorithm is sound, complete, terminates for every input, and produces 
finite results. Nevertheless, there are several questions related to different parts of the 
presented work that remain open. 
Although we gave a termination proof for the unification algorithm, we did not per- 
form a complexity analysis. It would be interesting to know the worst-case asymptotic 
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complexity of the presented primal unification algorithm and also the lower bound on 
the complexity of the unification of primal grammars. Since a primal unification prob- 
lem can be seen as a decidability problem in Presburger arithmetic, we may ask whether 
these unification problems cover only a fragment or the whole theory of Presburger 
arithmetic. 
It would be also interesting to know about areas where the presented schematization 
and the primal unification algorithm found practical applications. This is of special 
interest in the case of unification with associative symbols, unification with distributiv- 
ity, and higher-order unification. The work of Contejean [ 1 l] and the recent positive 
solution of unifiability with distributivity [40] indicate that the presented schematiza- 
tion can be helpful in this area. Higher-order unification is undecidable already for 
the second order in general but the use of primal grammars may find fragments of 
higher-order theories that have a decidable unification problem. The related work of 
Schmidt-SchauD [41] and Gramlich [18] on this topic should also be mentioned in 
this scope. Other interesting applications of the presented schematization and its uni- 
fication algorithm should be reported from databases to represent infinite information. 
We expect applications in logic programming, as it was indicated already in [l], and 
especially in the domain of constraint solving. 
We extended the actual classification of unification types [42,23] by defining the 
linear and semilinear unification types. Later we proved that the unification type of 
primal grammars is semilinear. We think that more work should be done on the search 
for linear and semilinear theories, since they represent the only candidates among 
equational theories with unification type infinitary whose complete sets of unifiers can 
be handled in a finite way. 
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